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Introduction

In today’s fast-paced world, individuals encounter a myr-
iad of delays while performing daily activities, whether 
driving to work, getting their morning espresso, or wait-
ing for a document to download. Although the waiting 
experience permeates modern society (Hui & Zhou, 
1996), such occurrences often prove frustrating, stress-
ful, and expensive (Chebat & Filiatrault, 1993; Katz, 
Larson, & Larson, 1991; Kumar, Kalwani, & Dada, 
1997; Taylor, 1994). For the most part, people simply 
do not like waiting. Consequently, there is pressure on 
every area of business and service to minimize waiting 
time (Groth & Gilliland, 2006). Additionally, research 
has demonstrated that individuals are affected not only 
by actual waiting time, but also by its perception (Beq-
iri, 2004; Groth & Gilliland, 2006; Katz et al., 1991; 
Maister, 1985; Nie, 2000). Katz et al. (1991) argued that 
improving an individual’s “perception of the waiting ex-
perience can be as effective as reducing the actual length 
of the wait” (p. 44). Understanding psychological reac-

tions to the experience of waiting is crucial to minimize 
the negative impact of waiting time on individuals. 

Objectives

Prior studies that investigated the wait experience fo-
cused on the operations and service management per-
spective.  A great deal of the literature pertaining to this 
issue presents models, anecdotes, and observations in 
the following settings: doctor’s office, research facility, 
grocery stores, hotels, and restaurants, to name a few 
(Groth & Gilliland, 2006; Jones & Dent, 1994; Jones 
& Peppiatt, 1996; Larson, 1987; Nie, 2000). This study 
explores the wait experience of undergraduate students 
in an academic, experimental setting, and its purpose is 
two-fold. First, it seeks to examine the effect of the de-
gree of uncertainty on perception of waiting time, and 
secondly, it investigates the potentially moderating ef-
fect of the criticality of service on the relationship be-
tween the degree of uncertainty and perception of wait-
ing time. 
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AbstrAct

In today’s fast-paced world, individuals may encounter a myriad of delays while performing daily activities, 
whether driving to work, getting their morning espresso, or waiting for a document to download. Waiting has 
become a ubiquitous experience; yet, these incidents often prove frustrating and stressful. This study tested the 
effects of the degree of uncertainty and the criticality of service on perception of waiting time [as measured by 
perceived waiting time and psychological reactions to waiting] in an educational setting. The selected method was 
experimental design and the experimental stimulus comprised a task assigned to undergraduate students in the 
Business Statistics course. 
The results of the study provided evidence of the impact of the degree of uncertainty on psychological reactions to 
waiting; when students were armed with the information in regards to waiting, they were more accepting of it 
[waiting] and felt less anxious. Furthermore, the study indicated that the impact of the degree of uncertainty on 
psychological reactions to waiting was stronger when students were working on the task perceived to be as part 
of the Quiz (high criticality) rather than as part of the Extra Credit (low criticality) opportunity. The findings 
signify the importance of the assessment tasks’ design and students’ sensitivity towards it; the more weight the task 
carries, the more critical its design becomes. Consequently, instructors should be particularly careful when design-
ing quizzes or examinations.
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Theoretical Background

Perceived waiting time has been examined by research-
ers in a variety of different fields from the service in-
dustry to information technology (Groth & Gilliland, 
2006; Jones & Peppiatt, 1996; Nah, 2004; Yan & Lotz, 
2006).  Companies involved in providing goods and 
services continue to focus on minimizing customer wait 
times. Unfortunately, this operations-based approach 
can be costly (Katz et al., 1991; Kumar et al., 1997), par-
ticularly if the organization resorts to adding additional 
employees in an attempt to serve customers in a more 
timely fashion (Davis, 1991). 

On the other hand, Katz et al. (1991) examined custom-
er perceptions of waiting time and investigated different 
methods for reducing customer frustration and anxiety. 
Maister (1985) proposed eight principles for use by or-
ganizations to influence perceptions of waiting time. 
Principle three states that “Anxiety makes waits seem 
longer” and principle four maintains that “Uncertain 
waits are longer than known, finite waits” (p. 45). 

One of the variables linked to people’s psychological 
reactions to waiting is whether or not they receive any 
information regarding the expected duration of the wait 
(Groth & Gilliland, 2006; Hui & Zhou, 1996; Maister, 
1985; Nah, 2004). Osuna (1985) found that an individ-
ual’s anxiety, frustration, and stress begins to increase 
after waiting for a given length of time, due to the degree 
of uncertainty involved, as well as a sense of waste. On 
the other hand, customers may not mind waiting if they 
know the reason for the wait. Coye (2003) determined 
that one major source of frustration with the wait expe-
rience involves the lack of information about causes and 
duration of the wait. Therefore, informing individuals 
about the anticipated duration of the wait or provid-
ing an explanation of the reason for the wait may have 
a positive impact on their reactions, and help reduce the 
psychological stress and anxiety associated with wait-
ing (Hui, Thakor, & Gill, 1998). This study follows the 
latter approach by providing subjects with information 
about the reason for waiting. Hence, the following hy-
potheses are proposed:

H1a: Mean perceived waiting time for high degree 
of uncertainty will be higher than mean per-
ceived waiting time for low degree of uncer-
tainty.

H1b:  Mean psychological reactions to waiting for 
high degree of uncertainty will be higher than 
mean psychological reactions to waiting for 
low degree of uncertainty.

The issue of criticality of service may also relate to per-
ception of waiting time. Again, Maister (1985) asserts 
that one of the factors influencing an individual’s toler-
ance for waiting is the perceived value of the service. A 
very limited number of prior studies have been located 
that discuss the topic of the criticality of service. For 
instance, Levesque and McDougall (2000) note that 
people are more likely to complain when problems occur 
in a high critical service than in a low critical one. Davis 
and Vollman (1990) suggest that criticality is one of the 
factors influencing customer satisfaction with regard to 
waiting time. The current study predicts a potentially 
moderating effect of the degree of criticality on the rela-
tionship between the degree of uncertainty and percep-
tion of waiting time. Therefore, it is hypothesized that:

H2a: The effect of degree of uncertainty on per-
ceived waiting time will be stronger for high 
critical services than for low critical services.

H2b: The effect of degree of uncertainty on psycho-
logical reactions to waiting will be stronger for 
high critical services than for low critical ser-
vices.

Method

Subjects. Participants in this study included students 
from a small religiously-affiliated private university in 
the Northwest US. Ninety four usable responses were 
received. Students were enrolled in the undergraduate 
Business Statistics course, and extra course credit was 
offered as an incentive to participate in the study. Re-
spondents’ age ranged from 18 to 29, with a mean of 
20.2, 44.7% being female.

Procedure. The selected method for this study was exper-
imental design in an educational setting, and the experi-
mental stimulus comprised a task assigned to students 
in the Business Statistics course. Students were required 
to finish an in-class exercise, and subsequently to fill 
out a questionnaire consisting of items used to measure 
the perception of waiting time. Since the experiment 
involved the perception of waiting time, the classroom 
clock was disabled so that students would not easily be 
able to determine the passage of time.

Experiment. Students took an in-class exercise in the 
last 15 minutes of the class, either as an Extra Credit or 
as a Quiz. The statistical exercise distributed to students 
omitted some required critical information; therefore, 
students couldn’t complete work on the exercise with-
out the missing information. The instructor pointed out 
(or not) to the students that some information was missing 
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and that she was going to retrieve it from her office. The 
teaching assistant remained in the classroom with the 
students. 

A stopwatch was utilized to measure the time [from the 
moment that students were told that the information 
was missing until the moment that the information be-
came available] and to ensure that the elapsed time was 
exactly five minutes. The previously missing informa-
tion was then displayed on the projector, in order for all 
students to receive it at the same time.

Independent Variable

Degree of Uncertainty. In this study, the authors used 
two levels of the degree of uncertainty, low and high. In 
the case of low degree of uncertainty, students were in-
formed about the missing information, while in the case 
of high degree of uncertainty, students were not told 
that critical information was being withheld.

Moderating Variable

Degree of Criticality. Similarly, the authors used two lev-
els of the degree of criticality, low and high. In the case 
of low degree of criticality, students perceived taking the 
in-class exercise, as part of an Extra Credit opportunity. 
On the other hand, in the case of high degree of critical-
ity, students perceived the exercise as an in-class Quiz.

Given that there were two levels of the degree of 
uncertainty and two levels of the degree of critical-
ity, four experiments were conducted. A full de-
scription of each of the experiments can be found 
in Appendix A. The distribution of respondents ac-
cording to the experiments is presented in Table 1.  

Table 1: 
STudenT diSTribuTion by experimenT 

(n = 94)
Low Degree 

of Criticality
High Degree 
of Criticality

Low Degree of 
Uncertainty 28 24

High Degree of 
Uncertainty 19 23

Dependent Variable 

Perception of Waiting Time. To measure perception of 
waiting time, four items were included in the question-
naire. The first item used, which we refer to as “Perceived 

Waiting Time (PWT)”, asked respondents “How long 
do you think you waited for the information missing (ap-
proximately in minutes)?” Respondents’ perceived wait-
ing time ranged from .00 to 10.00 with a mean of 4.95 
and standard deviation of 2.59. One interesting com-
ment made by a student in the low degree of uncertainty 
scenario (who reported a waiting time of zero minutes), 
was: “I was doing other things while waiting.”

To capture students’ reactions to waiting, the follow-
ing items were measured using a five point Likert scale: 

“How appropriate do you think the waiting  ▶
was?”  ranging from 1 (very appropriate) to 5 
(not appropriate at all); 
“How long do you believe you waited?” ranging  ▶
from 1 (very short) to 5 (very long); and, lastly, 
“How anxious were you during waiting?”  ▶
ranging from 1 (not anxious at all) to 5 (very 
anxious). 

These items were examined using reliability and factor 
analyses. Based on the eigenvalue greater than 1 crite-
rion and scree plot, the factor analysis led to the 3-item 
measure, which we refer to as “Psychological Reactions 
to Waiting (PRW)”. The measure was interpreted to be 
unidimensional (69.33% of variance explained) with 
high factor loadings ranging from .814 to .848. The reli-
ability was found to be moderate (α = .764); however, 
given the exploratory nature of the research, this value 
is considered acceptable. Appendix B presents the items 
and their respective factor loadings. 

Results

To test the effect of the degree of uncertainty on PWT 
and PRW, two separate t-tests (one-tailed) were per-
formed. The results indicated that mean perceived wait-
ing time for high degree of uncertainty (M = 5.33, SD = 
2.11) was higher than mean perceived waiting time for 
low degree of uncertainty (M = 4.65, SD = 2.90); how-
ever, the findings were not significant (t(90) = 1.23, p = 
.11 (one-tailed)). On the other hand, the results of the 
second t-test showed that mean psychological reactions 
to waiting for high degree of uncertainty (M = 3.48, SD 
= .69) was higher than mean psychological reactions to 
waiting for low degree of uncertainty (M = 2.42, SD = 
.65), and the findings were significant (t(91) = 7.57, p = 
.000 (one-tailed)). Consequently, hypothesis H1b was 
supported, while hypothesis H1a was not supported.

To test the moderating effect of the degree of criticality 
on the relationship between the degree of uncertainty 
and perception of waiting time, two moderate regres-
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sion analyses, using a hierarchical approach, were run. 
In the first step (Model 1), in the regression equation, we 
entered the degree of uncertainty; then, in the second 
step (Model 2) the degree of criticality was added; and 
finally, in the last step (Model 3), the interaction of the 
degree of uncertainty and the degree of criticality was 
incorporated. Two dependent variables, respectively, 
PWT and PRW were used.

 For a moderating relationship to be significant, both the 
regression model (Model 3), as well as the change in R2 

(R3
2 – R2

2) need to be significant. The results indicated 
(as shown in Table 2) no significant moderating effect of 
the degree of criticality on the relationship between the 
degree of uncertainty and perceived waiting time. Mod-
el 3 was significant (F(3, 88) = 3.59, p = .017); yet, the 
change in R2 was not significant (F(1, 88) = .33, p = .569). 
 

Table 2: 
moderaTing effecT of The  

degree of criTicaliTy on The  
relaTionShip beTween The  

degree of uncerTainTy and  
perceived waiTing Time

Model/ 
Variables β t-

value
Change 

in R2
Model 

Sig.
Model 1 
 
Degree of 
Uncertainty (DU)

 
 
 
.129

 
 
 
1.233

 
 
 

.017

 
 
 

.221
Model 2 
 
Degree of 
Uncertainty (DU) 
 
Degree of Criticality 
(DC)

 
 
 
.118 
 
 
.299

 
 
 
1.177 
 
 
2.979

.089*** .007

Model 3 
 
Degree of 
Uncertainty (DU) 
 
Degree of Criticality 
(DC) 
 
DU * DC

 
 
 
.053 
 
 
.249 
 
.101

 
 
 
  .351 
 
 
1.864 
 
  .572

.003 .017

*p<.10. **p<.05. ***p<.01.

On the other hand, the data revealed that there was a 
significant moderating effect of the degree of critical-
ity on the relationship between the degree of uncer-
tainty and psychological reactions to waiting. As dis-

played in Table 3, Model 3 was significant (F(3, 89) 
= 27.14, p = .000) as was the change in R2, (F(1, 89) 
= 4.97, p = .028). Consequently, hypothesis H2b was 
supported, but hypothesis H1a was not supported. 

Table 3: 
moderaTing effecT of The  

degree of criTicaliTy on The  
relaTionShip beTween The  

degree of uncerTainTy and  
pSychological reacTionS To waiTing

Model/ 
Variables

β t-
value

Change 
in R2

Model 
Sig.

Model 1 
 
Degree of 
Uncertainty (DU)

 
 
 

.622

 
 
 

7.575

.387*** .000

Model 2 
 
Degree of 
Uncertainty (DU) 
 
Degree of 
Criticality (DC)

 
 
 

.617 
 
 

.249

 
 
 

7.886 
 
 

3.180

.062*** .000

Model 3 
 
Degree of 
Uncertainty (DU) 
 
Degree of 
Criticality (DC) 
 
DU * DC

 
 
 

.433 
 
 

.094 
 

.297

  
 
 

3.831 
 
 

   .914 
 

2.229

.029** .000

*p<.10. **p<.05. ***p<.01.

Furthermore, the results of the hierarchical regression 
analysis, Model 2, showed a significant main effect of 
the degree of criticality on both PWT (F(2, 89) = 5.27, 
p = .007) and PRW (F(2, 90) = 36.62, p = .000). Given 
these significant results, we performed additional one-
tailed t-tests to explore the differences in PWT and 
PRW by the degree of criticality. The results signified 
that mean perceived waiting time for high critical ser-
vices (M = 5.65, SD = 2.75) was higher than mean per-
ceived waiting time for low critical ones (M = 4.07, SD = 
2.11) and the findings were significant (t(90) = 3.02, p = 
.002 (one-tailed)). Similarly, with regard to PRW, it was 
found that mean for high critical services (M = 3.10, SD 
= .93) was higher than mean for low critical services (M 
= 2.66, SD = .69); still, the difference was statistically 
significant (t(91) = 2.57, p = .006 (one-tailed)). 
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Discussion and Conclusion

In this study, we tested the effect of the degree of un-
certainty on PWT and PRW using the classroom as 
an experimental setting. With regard to PRW, we de-
veloped and tested a measure consisting of three items. 
The results of the study provided significant evidence of 
the impact of the degree of uncertainty on psychologi-
cal reactions to waiting; when students were armed with 
the information in regards to waiting, they were more 
accepting of it [waiting] and felt less anxious. 

Furthermore, the potential moderating effect of the de-
gree of criticality on the relationship between the degree 
of uncertainty and perception of waiting time was in-
vestigated. The results indicated that the impact of the 
degree of uncertainty on PRW (see Fig. 1) was stronger 
when students were working on the Quiz rather than 
the Extra Credit. Lastly, it was discovered that the 
degree of criticality had also a direct influence on per-
ception of waiting time. Mean perceived waiting time 
and mean psychological reactions to waiting were both 
higher when students perceived the in-class exercise as 
part of the Quiz (high criticality) rather than as part of 
the Extra Credit (low criticality) opportunity.

This study provides insights into the significance of the 
assessment tasks’ design. Instructors should make every 
effort to create these tasks properly and accurately. If at 
any point they realize that there is information missing, 
instructors should immediately inform students about 
it; otherwise, as this study implies, students may become 
overly frustrated [and mess up the whole task]. Ad-
ditionally, the study suggests that students’ sensitivity 
towards the missing information and the task’s design 
may vary based on the criticality of the given task; the 
more weight the task carries, the more critical its design 
becomes. Consequently, instructors should be particu-
larly careful when designing quizzes or examinations.

Further research should be directed towards exploring 
other factors that may potentially affect perception of 
waiting time; the factors can be socio-demographic, 
such as gender, personality type, culture, etc. or service 
design related, such as pre-process vs. in-process, unoc-
cupied vs. occupied time, etc.  Moreover, the measures 
introduced in this study may be refined and the sample 
size increased by involving other courses and schools.

1

High uncertaintyLow uncertainty

Degree of Uncertainty

3.90

3.60

3.30

3.00

2.70

2.40

Mean Psychlogical reaction

High criticality
Low criticality

Degree of Criticality

figure 1 
moderaTing effecT of The degree of criTicaliTy on The  
relaTionShip beTween The degree of uncerTainTy and  

pSychological reacTionS To waiTing
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APPENDIX A 
Experiments

Experiment 1  
(Low Uncertainty/Low Criticality):

Students took an in-class exercise in the last 15 min-
utes of the class as part of an Extra Credit opportunity. 
The statistical exercise distributed to students omitted 
some required critical information; therefore, students 
couldn’t complete work on the exercise without the 
missing information. The instructor pointed out to the 
students that some information was missing and that she 
was leaving to retrieve it from her office. The teaching 
assistant remained in the classroom with the students. 

A stopwatch was utilized to measure the time [from the 
moment that students were told that the information 
was missing until the moment that the information be-
came available] and to ensure that the elapsed time was 
exactly five minutes. The previously missing informa-
tion was then displayed on the projector, in order for all 
students to receive it at the same time. The independent 
variable and the moderating variable were manipulated 
as follows:

Low uncertainty: Information was provided regarding 
the withheld data

Low criticality: Extra Credit

Experiment 2  
(Low Uncertainty/High Criticality):

Students took an in-class exercise in the last 15 minutes 
of the class, as part of a Quiz. The statistical exercise dis-
tributed to students omitted some required critical in-
formation; therefore, students couldn’t complete work 
on the exercise without the missing information. The 
instructor pointed out to the students that some informa-
tion was missing and that she was leaving to retrieve it 
from her office. The teaching assistant remained in the 
classroom with the students. 

A stopwatch was utilized to measure the time [from the 
moment that students were told that the information 
was missing until the moment that the information be-
came available] and to ensure that the elapsed time was 
exactly five minutes. The previously missing informa-
tion was then displayed on the projector, in order for all 
students to receive it at the same time. The independent 
variable and the moderating variable were manipulated 
as follows:

Low uncertainty: Information was provided regarding 
the withheld data

High criticality: Quiz

Experiment 3  
(High Uncertainty/Low Criticality):

Students took an in-class exercise in the last 15 minutes 
of the class, as part of an Extra Credit opportunity. 
The statistical exercise distributed to students omitted 
some required critical information; therefore, students 
couldn’t complete work on the exercise without the 
missing information. The instructor did not mention 
anything to students that some required information 
was missing and left to retrieve it from her office. The 
teaching assistant remained in the classroom with the 
students. 

A stopwatch was utilized to measure the time [from the 
moment that students were told that the information 
was missing until the moment that the information be-
came available] and to ensure that the elapsed time was 
exactly five minutes. The previously missing informa-
tion was then displayed on the projector, in order for all 
students to receive it at the same time. The independent 
variable and the moderating variable were manipulated 
as follows:

High uncertainty: No information was provided re-
garding the withheld data

Low criticality: Extra Credit

Experiment 4  
(High Uncertainty/High Criticality):

Students took an in-class exercise in the last 15 minutes 
of the class, as part of a Quiz. The statistical exercise dis-
tributed to students omitted some required critical in-
formation; therefore, students couldn’t complete work 
on the exercise without the missing information. The in-
structor did not mention anything to students that some 
required information was missing and left to retrieve it 
from her office. The teaching assistant remained in the 
classroom with the students. 

A stopwatch was utilized to measure the time [from the 
moment that students were told that the information 
was missing until the moment that the information be-
came available] and to ensure that the elapsed time was 
exactly five minutes. The previously missing informa-
tion was then displayed on the projector, in order for all 
students to receive it at the same time. The independent 
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variable and the moderating variable were manipulated 
as follows:

High uncertainty: No information was provided re-
garding the withheld data

High criticality: Quiz

APPENDIX B 
Items Used to Measure  

Psychological Reactions to Waiting 

How appropriate do you think the waiting was 1. 
(.814)?
How long do you believe you waited (.848)?2. 
How anxious were you during waiting (.836)?3. 
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Introduction

Public relations writing specializes in creating messages 
to shape public opinion and on generating supportive 
behavior from targeted publics who can help or hinder 
an organization’s objectives.  Public relations practitio-
ners and educators agree: writing is fundamental to a 
student’s academic success and professional career, and 
is the student’s most marketable skill (Steel, 2008; Mc-
Cleneghan, 2006). 

Despite the importance of mastering public relations 
writing skills, an exhaustive look at discipline-specific 
publications indicates only a handful of articles, and 
even fewer studies, with research targeting public rela-
tions writing (Alber-Morgan, Hessler & Konrad, 2007; 
Cole & Corner, 2008; Hardin & Pompper, 2004).  

Given the lack of research specifically on teaching writ-
ing for public relations, this paper focuses on developing 
and validating a rubric protocol that will concentrate the 
teaching efforts on professional and employment skills 
identified by practitioners; on developing and refining 
a valid teaching and assessment rubric; and on examin-
ing any statistical differences between professional and 
academic graders when applying the rubric to student 
news releases.   

Initial efforts centered on identifying a specific example 
of public relations writing that would be representa-
tive of writing within the public relations field and that 
could be valid and reliable in the teaching and assess-
ment of student writing.  

The Public Relations Society of America’s  (PRSA, 
2006) highly regarded Port of Entry Report provided 
significant direction:  “Public relations writing is an es-
sential, discrete skill. . .  it requires a solid understand-
ing of media, media channels . . . it includes planning, 
writing, producing and delivering communication to 
publics in all media channels.” (p. 46).  

Following extensive discussions, a committee of seven 
faculty members in Public Relations Studies at Colum-
bia College Chicago elected to focus on the news release 
as the central project of PR writing. (The faculty com-
mittee included six adjunct professors and the director 
of Public Relations Studies, who also is the co-author of 
this paper. It should be noted that the six adjunct pro-
fessors are those who also teach the multiple sections of 
PR Writing. They are referred to as Faculty throughout 
this paper.)

The news release is the time-honored convention com-
bining critical thinking, writing and communication 
skills. The news release focuses on generating news, ad-
vancing organizational goals and objectives, and capital-
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Public relations practitioners and educators agree: writing is fundamental to a student’s academic success in the 
public relations discipline, and the ability to write a news release is a major key to career success after graduation. 
This paper focuses on a methodology to develop a valid rubric for teaching and assessing news release writing based 
on guidelines practiced by public relations professionals; use of the Delphi method to identify weighting factors to 
add specific validity to the rubric; and finally, application of various statistical procedures to test the rubric for 
conformance of assessment between practitioners and academics.  The results indicate that differences between 
the average grade assessments of professionals and of academicians is not significant so that each student’s work is 
being judged reasonably based on actual workplace criteria.  Further, results indicate the rubric and its grading 
application can discriminate between different papers within reasonable grading ranges.  Finally,  the conclusions 
imply that further research is needed to resolve differences in rubric weights between professionals and academics 
and that further examination of the grading rubric administration  to well or poorly written news releases related 
to the variance of those grades is warranted.  
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izing on formal communication principles (Rios, 2008; 
Tucker, Derelian & Rouner,1997). Crafting the news re-
lease brings into practice basic news-writing skills which 
conform to conventional journalistic style. Writing the 
release involves several major activities, including gener-
ating and organizing ideas, translating those ideas into 
written form, and revising the written product (Mc-
Master & Espin, 2007). 

Teaching the student to understand and master the 
skills for writing a news release necessitates a reliable 
teaching and assessment tool, and a valid rubric reflect-
ing academic and professional expectations.  Essentially, 
students must embrace the need to conform to expec-
tations of professionals and potential employers in the 
public relations practice.  

Thus, this paper focuses on a methodology to develop 
a valid news release writing rubric based on guidelines 
practiced by public relations professionals, refined by 
consensus and validation procedures, and finally, tested 
for conformance of assessment between practitioners 
and academicians. 

Literature Survey

Based on an extensive search of the literature, the au-
thors found very little research has been directed specifi-
cally at the teaching and assessment of public relations 
writing and validation of rubrics to teach and assess 
student learning.  However, numerous related articles 
on specific topics relative to the initiative have pro-
vided background into the establishment of a baseline 
for research in the area.  Specific topical areas include 
(1) research in the need for teaching writing skills for 
student readiness in the marketplace; (2) research on 
assessment of student writing skills using rubrics; and, 
(3) validation of rubric methods including those used to 
achieve convergence of professional opinions (the Del-
phi method).   

The literature revealed that teaching writing skills is a 
critical element of student preparation for professional 
employment. The National Commission on Writing re-
port titled, “Writing: A Ticket to Work … or a Ticket 
Out” (College Board, 2004) stated that writing was a 
“threshold skill” for both employment and promotion, 
particularly for salaried employees. More than half of 
the responding companies stated that writing is taken 
into consideration in hiring decisions.  

In the public relations field, Hardin and Pompper 
(2004) noted that practitioners lament expending 
significant resources to bring new hires up to par and 

further state that public relations textbooks are unclear 
on recommended writing styles.  The authors also state 
that most public relations research on pedagogy has fo-
cused on the use of technology or on other issues such as 
globalization (Curtin & Witherspoon, 1999, Gower & 
Cho, 2001) rather than writing skills.  As for specifics, 
Hardin and Pompper’s survey of practicing profession-
als (n=191) found that writing constituted at least 71% 
of their job.  In the same study, 90% (n=173) stated that 
a public relations writing course should be required of 
public relations majors.  From the academic side, Har-
din and Pompper reported that of the 152 accredited 
public relations programs, only about half required a 
public relations writing course and only 43% required 
a news-writing course.  Thus, the article points out that 
the development of writing skills in public relations is 
critical to the professional development and employ-
ment of students but the development and assessment 
of the public relations and news writing skills needs far 
greater emphasis in order to make students more market 
ready.     

Given the establishment of the importance of teaching 
public relations writing, the development of what should 
be taught and how learning outcomes should be assessed 
are critical issues to be addressed.  The “what” issue rec-
ognizes that writing involves myriad skills, like critical 
thinking, analysis, and evaluation.  In fact, McMaster 
and Espin (2007) determined that writing involves sev-
eral major activities including generating ideas, translat-
ing those ideas into written form, and revising the writ-
ten product. 

The PRSA Report (2006) identified five elements and 
related standards for evaluating a news release.  The five 
elements are: headline/lead combination, news angle, 
including organization of the 5W’s; journalistic style; 
conformance with Associated Press style; and finally, 
basic grammar, spelling, and punctuation.  

The research literature also noted that the teaching and 
assessment of student writing using rubrics was of cur-
rent interest and research development.  Nagy, et al., 
(2000) stated that assessment has many roles. What stu-
dents do and don’t know, and what to do about it sum-
marize the role of assessment.  The selection and devel-
opment of appropriate assessment procedures has been 
studied in many venues and has become a major empha-
sis of accountability for education at all levels (AACSB, 
2007).  In many cases, educators in various venues have 
attempted to develop “rubrics” as a systematic way to 
specify what skills are needed along with suggested mea-
surement guidelines to assess performance and to give 
feedback to students.  
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Rubrics tend to clarify an assignment and help students 
reach its objectives (Schneider, 2006).  Andrade (2005) 
provides further background on the structure and pur-
pose of rubrics and catalogues the benefits of rubrics as 
teaching and grading tools but warns that steps should 
be made to ensure the validity, reliability and fairness of 
the rubrics.  

Many researchers have examined validity and validation 
of writing assessments and rubrics.  Messick (1989) de-
scribes validity as “an integrated evaluative judgment of 
the degree to which empirical evidence and theoretical 
rationales support the adequacy and appropriateness of 
inferences and actions based on test scores.”  McNamara 
(1996) suggests that the initial design stage of a scoring 
rubric should focus on including expert informants, 
examining available literature and designing the test 
specifications and scoring procedures (rubric).  

The Delphi method (Adler & Ziglio, 1996) has been 
identified as one method of collecting and distilling 
knowledge from a group of experts by means of a series 
of questions interspersed with controlled opinion feed-
back.  According to Helmer (1977), the Delphi method 
facilitates the formation of group judgment and has 
been widely used to generate forecasts in education and 
also in other fields (Cornish, 1977).   McNamara fur-
ther stressed both the importance of a priori construct 
validity where the teaching modality focuses on iden-
tified skills from professionals and other sources and a 
posterior construct validation that relates to empirical 
and statistical validation of the rubric.  

The literature review thus provided the basic back-
ground for the paper.  However, the research on the 
development of a rubric for teaching and evaluating 
public relations writing using the news release has not 
been identified.  Additionally, although the elements of 
validation methodologies were identified in general, no 
specific information has been identified that defines a 
methodology for validating the rubric and identifying 
weighting factors that will add more specific validity to 
a news release writing rubric.  This paper provides re-
search that attempts to address the void.  

Initial Rubric Development—  
Identifying and Testing the Rubric

In fall 2005, the faculty committee met to develop a 
rubric for assessing students’ news release writing. This 
rubric was designed primarily on the PRSA model and 
then refined based on a review of existing literature, 
primary and secondary research, one-on-one meetings 
with academics, interviews with public relations profes-

sionals, and regular and informal meetings with the PR 
Writing faculty.  (The resulting rubric is provided as an 
attachment to this article).  This rubric was used as a 
model for the pedagogy in the course.

In summer 2006, a panel of four senior-level profession-
als (not involved in initial conversations) from a promi-
nent international public relations agency used the re-
sulting rubric to assess news releases written by students 
enrolled in PR Writing in the spring 2006 semester. 
This evaluation established a benchmark. Using the 
same rubric for teaching and for teacher feedback for 
student improvement, the process was repeated in sum-
mer 2007.  The work of students enrolled in PR Writing 
in the spring 2007 semester was evaluated. In both 2006 
and 2007, the same four professionals evaluated a ran-
dom selection of 61 news releases (nearly 50 percent of 
total enrollment in eight sections of PR Writing).

The faculty committee met each summer to discuss the 
results of the evaluations.  Modifications in the pedago-
gy resulted, though no changes were made to the rubric.  
Between 2006 and 2007, certain areas of the students’ 
work improved significantly as reflected by a compari-
son of ratings.  Some areas of the students’ work showed 
negligible gains, and a few areas actually declined. Data 
from the evaluations in 2006 and 2007 indicated that 7 
in 10 students wrote acceptable news releases, while the 
remaining 3 in 10 needed to further strengthen basic 
writing skills. However, the use of the rubric to teach 
and then assess student writing resulted in a year-over-
year increase in the number of news releases rated as 
acceptable work for entry-level public relations profes-
sionals. 

The assessment data indicated that questions remained. 
Chief among those questions was the validity of the ru-
bric, and its ability to reliably measure students’ learning 
outcomes. Hence, the project was launched to validate 
the news release rubric.

In fall 2007, the faculty committee met to discuss the 
implications of the assessment data.  Because students’ 
writing skills were still below expectations, the commit-
tee first examined the pedagogical approaches of each 
faculty member teaching PR Writing. By consensus, a 
consistent pedagogy, including definition of terms and 
expectations, was adopted. To manifest this consensus, 
the faculty agreed to use the rubric as a model for in-
class instruction. Since the rubric also would serve as a 
method for providing feedback to students about their 
work, for grading their writing, and for assessing their 
learning outcomes, the committee recognized the im-
portance of determining relative weights for each of the 
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five categories. Thus, while the content of the rubric was 
unchanged, its structure was streamlined.  Validating 
the rubric and identifying weighting factors to add more 
authority to the rubric remained a baseline issue.

Yet, one issue remained: how to insure the in-class peda-
gogy was consistent?  The faculty committee recognized 
the importance of real-time, in-class observations and 
elected to depend upon peer evaluations. Commenc-
ing in late 2007, the co-author of this paper observed 
each of the faculty in his classroom on at least one occa-
sion.  Perhaps because of the depth of the earlier discus-
sions, and the professional insights and experiences of 
the faculty, for the most part there was consistency in 
pedagogy. The results of these observations were shared 
amongst the faculty, and where minor refinements were 
appropriate, each of the faculty agreed to the modifica-
tions.                 

Refinement and Validation of the Rubric

Processes for Evaluating Relative Weights 
of the Rubric

Once the teaching pedagogy was consistent, the use of 
the rubric for assessment needed refinement since no 
relative weights of emphasis had been established for 
assessment grading (or for that matter, teaching empha-
sis). Given that the Delphi method seeks to converge 
differing professional opinions on relative weights of 
concepts, the method was selected to refine the grading 
weights of the five elements of the rubric.

In order to seek convergence on the different weights of 
the rubric based on professional input, seven profession-
als ranging from assistant account executive (an entry-
level position) to senior vice president at a highly regard-
ed, international public relations agency were solicited 
for their judgment.  To insure broad-based input from 
public relations professionals, the individuals involved 

in this exercise were not those who evaluated learning 
outcomes in 2006 and 2007.   

With the co-author as facilitator, the professionals met 
in a sixty-minute session.  Each participant was provided 
with the rubric, and the five rubric categories were dis-
cussed to ensure consistent understanding of the rubric 
content.  The facilitator explained the objective of the 
exercise, that is, to determine the groups’ best estimate 
of the relative weights of each of the five different areas.

Each participant was given multiple sheets of the rubric, 
with space for name and iteration number.  One category 
was analyzed at a time. Each participant independently 
and silently estimated a percentage weighting in incre-
ments of five percent.  Scoring sheets were collected. 
The high and low values were presented, and each high 
and low participant had the opportunity to justify the 
weighting.  Participants then rescored the same category 
on the second sheet of paper, and the process of reading 
and justifying high and low scores was repeated.

The exercise went five rounds with high/low weights 
given in Table 1. Justifications for the final weights were 
discussed. The professionals repeatedly stressed category 
number one, the requirement that information in the 
news release be accurately written and effectively orga-
nized (#1 – Are the key ideas organized effectively?).  
“The message shapes the release,” they agreed. “Without 
supporting points, the credibility (of the author and 
source of the release) is on the line.”  Thus, that category 
was most highly weighted with 35 points. 

Two categories were equally weighted, with 20 points 
each.  When discussing the weight of number three: 
In the headline/lead combination, is the news angle 
compelling?, the professionals agreed.  “There’s a short 
window to grab attention. The release must immediately 
establish that it has a compelling message. Otherwise, 
the media toss it out.”  The group also weighted cate-
gory number five (Are the basics in place – grammar, 

Table 1
 Rubric Item
 Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4 Item 5 

Iteration H L H L H L H L H L
1 50 20 20 5 30 15 20 5 25 10
2 45 25 20 5 25 15 20 5 20 15
3 45 35 20 15 25 20 15 5 20 15
4 40 35 15 10 25 20 15 10 20 15
5 35 35 15 15 20 20 10 10 20 20
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sentence and paragraph mechanics?) with 20 points: 
“Spelling and grammar are wash-out errors. If these are 
wrong, then it’s a no-go release.”

The professionals considered categories two (Headline/
lead combination) and four (Does the news release use 
a convincing journalistic style?) related to style, which 
in their professional opinions, were less important than 
substance.

The Delphi method facilitated the development of 
movement toward group consensus.  Graphs of the con-
vergence of consensus for each of the categories are given 
above. 

The Delphi method also was adopted by the faculty. To 
weight the rubric, the same rubric was sent via email to 
each of faculty, asking them to assign each of the five 
categories a value that when added equaled 100 points.  
Similar to the process employed with the professionals, 
the results of each round were shared with the faculty.  
The exercise went five rounds with high/low weights 
given in Table 2.

The iterative Delphi method also converged on consen-
sus among the faculty.  However, item 2 (In the headline/
lead combination, Is the message clear and compelling?) 
and item 4 (Does the news release use a convincing jour-
nalistic style?) were considered to be most important in 
emphasis and weight while items 1 and 5 received the 

Table 2

 Rubric Item

 Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4 Item 5 
Iteration H L H L H L H L H L

1 25 15 30 15 25 10 30 20 30 10
2 20 15 30 15 25 15 25 15 20 15
3 20 15 30 20 25 20 25 20 20 15
4 20 15 30 20 25 20 25 15 20 15
5 15 15 25 25 20 20 25 25 15 15
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lowest weighting evaluation – quite different from the 
weightings provided by the active professionals at the 
public relations firm.   A summary of the relative conver-
gent weights of each group is provided in Table 3 above.  
The differences in final weights and the comments that 
led to the justification of the weights provide several 
interesting conclusions.  First, the professionals used a 
more “acceptable/not acceptable” mentality and logic 
when assessing the weights of the rubric by giving items 
1 and 5 prominence and stating that without those, the 
news release was a “no go”.  Faculty weightings showed 
far less dispersion between categories and suggest that 
the instruction process of teaching writing indicates a 
need to develop multiple skills in all areas without ex-
cessive emphasis on the “go/no go” emphasis of actual 
acceptance of the news release.  

Secondly, the differences indicate that further potential 
“Delphi sessions” could be conducted between the two 
groups to encourage dialogue and discussion related to 
mutual understanding and importance of the specific 
terms in the 5-point rubric.   Questions to consider 
include: Should the teaching of public relations news 
releases be specifically targeted to the “go/no go” em-
phasis of professionals?, or Should “teaching emphasis” 
incorporate a broader range of developmental skills at 
the student learning level?  Only further discussion and 
dialogue between the two groups using the methodolo-
gies suggested can resolve the differences in emphasis.  

Thus, although final convergence of the two groups was 
not as close as had been hoped, the differences did shed 
light on the areas that need to be explored in future 
work and also provided a framework for the actual dis-
cussions and methodologies to resolve differences and 
reach consensus in the future.  

Processes for Assessing the 
Validity and Use of the Rubric

The validation of the rubric also depends on accurate 
and consistent understanding of the rubric and its terms 
and, finally, its administration as evidenced by statistical 

analysis.  The process chosen and suggested in this article 
incorporated grading two different student news releas-
es (News releases X and Y) using the rubric weights as 
determined by the faculty.  Although either weighting 
system could have been used to insure comparability of 
final grades, the faculty weighting system was selected.  
A two-way ANOVA methodology was utilized to deter-
mine if in fact significant differences between the news 
releases (X and Y) could be assessed using the rubric as 
well as could significant differences between the grad-
ing of the two news releases by the two different grading 
teams (faculty and professionals) be assessed.   

The average results of the final grades in each cell are 
given in Table 4.  

A two-way ANOVA of the results generated the follow-
ing results.  

The results indicate that the usage of the rubric gener-
ated significant differences in the grading of the news 
releases X and Y (p=.000) while no significant differ-

Table 4

Paper 
X

Paper  
Y Averages

Professionals 
(n=5) 45.4 77.3 61.35 

N = 5
Faculty   
(n=6) 42.6 78.74 60.67 

N = 6
Averages 43.9 78.05 60.97

Table 3

Rubric Category 
Professional/ 
Practitioner 

Rating 

Faculty 
Rating 

1. Are the key items organized effectively? 35 15
2.  In the headline/lead combination, is the message clear and compelling? 15 25
3. In the headline/lead combination, is the news angle compelling? 20 20
4. Does the news release use a convincing journalistic style? 10 25
5. Are the basics in place – grammar, sentence and paragraph mechanics? 20 15

Two-way anova:  
grade verSuS fac. vS. prof., x or y

Source DF SS MS F P
Fac. vs. Prof. 1 2.8 2.80 0.01 0.910
X or Y 1 6915.6 6915.61 32.69 0.000
Interaction 1 25.2 25.22 0.12 0.734
Error 20 4230.7 211.53
Total 23 11174.3

S = 14.54 R-Sq = 62.14% R-Sq(adj) = 56.46%
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ences could be found between the grading practices of 
the professionals and the faculty (p =.910).  Also, no in-
teraction was found within the model (p=.734).   Thus, 
the rubric usage has the ability to differentiate between 
the desirability of different news releases. Further, the 
results indicate that the judgment of the faculty and 
professionals about the desirability of the news release 
is similar.  Finally, one could conclude that the usage of 
the rubric indicates that the student is being judged on 
the essential public relations workplace criteria for suc-
cess. A diagram of the results follows. 

Now, assuming that no significant differences exist in 
the averages between the professionals and the faculty,  
a differences in means test was performed to determine 
the ability of the rubric’s precision to discriminate be-
tween different news releases.  

Two-Sample T for grade

Paper N  Mean Std. 
Dev

 SE 
Mean

1 11 43.9 17.6 5.3
2 11 78.0 10.7 3.2

While the data indicate that significant differences in 
the means of these two sample news releases could easily 
be found (p = .000), the average standard error of the 
means given the equal sample sizes would be 4.25.  Thus, 
using a 95% confidence, the data indicate that a preci-
sion in grades of  ± 8.33 could be assured when a single 
news release was graded by multiple graders (n = 11 in 
this case).  

Meanwhile, an individual student submitting a  news re-
lease to an individual grader utilizing the rubric would 
be subject to a precision of ± 14.54 points with 68% 
confidence and approximately ± 29.32 with 95% con-
fidence given the overall standard deviation from the 
ANOVA of 14.54.   While the rubric is validated within 
a normal letter grade when a  news release is graded by 
a team of graders,  the application of the rubric to an 

the individual’s grade is still subject to a much larger 
range of potential grades depending on the individual 
faculty member.   Given an R-squared of 62.14% for the 
ANOVA which indicates that approximately 62.14% of 
the variation in the grades can be attributed to the dif-
ferences in the news releases submitted,  the remainder 
of the variation (37.86%) may be subject to other fac-
tors, such as differences in the individual grading habits 
of faculty and their interpretation of the rubric.  Thus, 
while the rubric can account for a majority of the varia-
tion in the news release grading,  further improvement 
in the understanding and uniform application of the 
rubric between faculty (that is, reducing the variation 
of grades that faculty award any given paper) can be a 
continued focus for improvement.   

Since faculty will ultimately be grading the news release, 
an analysis of the variance of the grades given solely by 
the faculty is given below.  

First, the F test for testing equal variances of the two 
papers indicates that significant differences exist in the 
variances of grading in the two news releases (p = .044).  
The box charts at the bottom of the diagram illustrate 
reasonable performance.  The chart indicates that very 
good news releases (Y paper) tend to be more consistent-
ly graded according to the rubric than the poorer news 
releases (version X).  Although the data doesn’t indicate 
the reason for the explanation, numerical logic would 
support the fact that as a news release improves and ap-
proaches a higher average,  the variance will necessarily 
have to contract given the nature of the 100-point grad-

TeST for equal varianceS: xgradeS, ygradeS 
(95% Bonferroni confidence intervals for  

standard deviations)

N Lower Std. 
Dev. Upper

Xgrades 6 8.42 14.36 41.06
Ygrades 6 3.05 5.20 11.85

F-Test (Normal Distribution) 
Test statistic = 7.62, p-value = 0.044
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ing scale.  News releases that vary significantly from the 
goal of the rubric would be more difficult to judge given 
the wider range of values available to assign.  An impli-
cation of interest without numerical support would be 
that faculty that grade poor papers confound the speci-
fications of the rubric with the potential of overly dis-
couraging (rather than encouraging) student learning.  
Thus, the data suggests that a clearer understanding of 
how to apply the rubric to poorer papers without dis-
couraging learning needs to be considered and explored 
more fully.  

Finally, the data on the best estimates of the standard 
deviations of both news releases as graded solely by fac-
ulty indicate that the better news release has a smaller 
standard deviation.  News release Y with an average of 
78 has a best estimate standard deviation of only 5.2 
which indicates that a grade on an individual “good 
news release” could be reasonable graded within ± 5.2 
points (one letter grade) in 68% of the cases.  However, 
the News release X, the poorer news release, has a best 
estimate standard deviation of 14.36.  Thus, a relatively 
poor news release would have a grading range of about 
14.36 with 68% confidence (possibly 3 letter grades) de-
pending on the faculty member.  Such variation in grad-
ing would tend to diminish the quality of the rubric and 
its application from a student perspective as the grade 
received would be highly teacher dependent.   

This grading variation can be reduced in two ways.  
First, the rubric should be administered to poorer news 
releases without regards to learning encouragement or 
discouragement.  However, the rubric feedback could be 
provided to the poorer news releases with an appropriate 
“learning re-write” that could facilitate learning without 
undo discouragement.  As a consequence, as the papers 
improve, the variance of the grading assignment against 
the rubric will diminish and again provide a more valid 
and precise assessment of the news release. 

The analysis that was concluded was obviously limited 
in sample size given the nature of the rubric selection for 
a particular college and given the difficulty of recruiting 
busy professionals to participate in the analysis.  Howev-
er, regardless of the sample size, the assessment processes 
and procedures should provide clues and directions for 
rubric validation strategies for other academicians wish-
ing to improve the validity and precision of their rubric.  
The authors understand and appreciate the fact that 
further continuing analysis will need to be performed 
in the never ending process of continuing improvement 
and refinement of the rubric.  

Conclusions

The most obvious conclusion is public relations writing 
is a skill fundamental to a student’s success, and that 
professionals and most academics agree it is the stu-
dents’ most marketable skill. As evidence, each group 
dedicated countless hours to developing, refining and 
validating the teaching and assessment rubric for the 
news release, the key tool of public relations writing. 
Through the application of the Delphi methodology, it 
was possible to converge opinions of differing grading 
weights on five elements of the rubric to evaluate stu-
dents’ writing on news releases. Though the final con-
vergence is not as close as had been hoped, the differ-
ences point to areas ripe for future research. Similarly, 
a two-way ANOVA methodology and other statistical 
tools were utilized to determine if there were differences 
in means using the rubric to assess two different news 
releases written by students. Results indicate in fact the 
use of the rubric generated significant differences in as-
sessing different papers but that the average judgment 
of the faculty and professionals in the desirability of the 
news release is similar. Additionally, the F test for test-
ing equal variances of the grades of the two papers indi-
cates that significant differences in standard deviations 
exist in grading well and poorly written news releases. 
These results point the way for further research.

Additional research might consider how faculty ap-
proach students and assess their writing to avoid dis-
couraging learning. Public relations writing and the 
ability to master the news release often is a prerequisite 
to more advanced courses in public relations studies. So 
those who don’t do well, or who become discouraged 
and drop out of the course, also abandon a career in 
public relations.  Motivating students to want to write 
better, even as their skills aren’t manifest in their work, 
is particularly important as colleges and universities re-
cruit minorities (and males, who are a minority in the 
so-called “Velvet Ghetto” of public relations), who are 
typically considered “at risk” students in the study of 
public relations.

The authors wish to recognize and thank the two groups 
who made this study possible: (1) The adjunct faculty 
who teach Public Relations Writing at Columbia Col-
lege Chicago: Paul Berner, Dominic Calabrese, Mat-
thew Carlson, Michael Kooi, Joseph Marconi, and 
Mark Perlman; and, (2) The public relations profession-
als at Hill & Knowlton Public Relations Chicago office: 
Sallie Gaines, Maruta Bergmans, Amy Key, Emily Kro-
ne, Austin Lamb, Laura Lehman, and Liz Torres. We 
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also acknowledge initial work on teaching news release writing and assessing student learning outcomes by col-
leagues Alton Miller and Laurence Minsky. 

Name: ________________    Category: _____________    Iteration: ______________

News Release Evaluation Matrix Category % Weight 

I.  Are the key ideas organized effectively? 
      Points in the release support the main message 
      Points in the release support the main message 
      Quote in second or third paragraph moves story forward

2. In the headline/lead combination, is the message clear and compelling? 
     Headline is a complete sentence 
     Tense in headline matches tense of news release topic 
     Headline summarizes main point of release 
     Organization’s name/product is mentioned in headline/subhead 
     Headline “grabs” attention 
     Headline summarizes information found in lead paragraph

3.  In headline/lead combination, is the news angle compelling? 
     Information is timely 
     First sentence establishes local interest 
     First sentence introduces news angle 
     Lead paragraph includes 5 W’s - who, what, when, where, why

4.  Does the news release use a convincing journalistic style? 
          Release is objective  
                      News is written in inverted paragraph fashion 
          Least important information is in last paragraph 
          Release conforms to standard format 
                     Dateline: 
                               Includes date 
                               Capital Letters 
                               Location of story 
                               Answers “where” question 
                    Contact information 
                               Includes name, title 
                               Day and night telephone numbers 
                    Second/third pages include slug line 
                    Pages end in (more) or #### 
          Release conforms to Associated Press Stylebook standards

5.  Are the basics in place - grammar, sentence and paragraph mechanics 
          Misspelled words 
          Correct grammar 
          Proper punctuation 
          Complete sentences  
          Declarative sentences 
          Paragraphs have one dominant idea

ACCEPTABLE OVERALL NEWS RELEASE 
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Introduction

The purpose of this study is to determine if online 
teaching is less or more efficient than traditional class-
room instruction in regards to instructor’s time. Online 
teaching has the advantage of being able to earn the 
same revenue as traditional teaching, but without some 
of the costs associated with a classroom. Can we assume 
teaching time to develop and implement online courses 
is the same as in the traditional classroom? Faculty time 
is an input that needs to be recognized or the quality 
of teaching online may be jeopardized. Faculty and ad-
ministrators committed to both educational efficiency 
and effectiveness have a responsibility to know what the 
reality is. Adequate time needs to be available for faculty 
to devote to online instruction.

After establishing the parameters and limits of the study, 
previous research will be summarized. The data result-
ing from this study will be presented and analyzed. The 
results tend to support previous studies that discovered 
online course development and implementation is more 
time consuming than developing and teaching a tradi-
tional course. Assuming online teaching requires the 
same time as traditional teaching when it does not may 
jeopardize the effectiveness of an educational method 
that technology has made available that has proven to 
be convenient to both faculty and students.

Limitations

This study does not examine whether online teaching is 
less, the same, or more effective as traditional teaching. 

Rather for our purpose, it assumes that online and tra-
ditional teaching result in similar educational outcomes. 
This study also does not address other inputs needed to 
develop or implement the online or traditional course. 
The variable examined by this single case study is the 
amount of time an instructor needs to develop and 
implement an online course as compared to the same 
course or section in a traditional setting.

Definitions

Traditional instruction: Students and faculty meet in 
a classroom at predetermined times for face to face in-
struction and discussion. This format may use electronic 
media and course management systems like Desire to 
Learn (D2L) or WebCT/Blackboard to supplement the 
course for posting syllabi, reporting grades, or posting 
and receiving assignments, resulting in what some call a 
hybrid course, but face to face classroom space for meet-
ings is required.

 Online instruction: Teaching is done through electronic 
means like e-mail and course management systems like 
Desire to Learn (D2L) or WebCT/Blackboard. No 
classroom or face to face meeting is necessary. Discus-
sions are done by chat rooms or posts into discussion 
boards.

Hypotheses

The time it takes an instructor to develop and 1. 
implement a course for online teaching will vary 

Is Online Instruction More Efficient than  
Traditional Instruction?

Gregory A. Moore, Ed.D.
Austin Peay State University

AbstrAct

The purpose of this study is to determine if online teaching efficiency is the same or different from traditional 
classroom instruction in regards to instructor’s time. One administrative appeal for online education is the abil-
ity to attract the same revenue as earned in traditional teaching, but without some of the costs associated with 
the classroom. Can we assume teaching time to develop and implement online teaching is the same as traditional 
classroom teaching? Faculty time is an input that needs to be recognized or we may jeopardize the quality of 
online instruction. Faculty and administrators committed to both educational efficiency and effectiveness have a 
responsibility to know the reality. Adequate time needs to be available for faculty to devote to online instruction. 
Like earlier studies this one resulted in demonstrating online teaching requires more faculty time than traditional 
teaching. However, changing technology might offer solutions to improving the efficiency in both online and tra-
ditional education.
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no more or less than 5% from developing and 
teaching a course traditionally.
The time it takes an instructor to develop a 2. 
course for online teaching will vary no more 
than 5% of the time it takes to develop a course 
for traditional teaching.
The time it takes an instructor to implement a 3. 
course online will vary no more or less than 5% 
of the time it takes to implement that course in a 
traditional class.

Previous Studies

The Special Nature of Online Instruction 

A number of studies have documented the differences 
in online and traditional teaching. Britt (2006) says on-
line education is not mass producing a product. Online 
teaching has the potential to be more than a new form 
of independent study, suggest Al-Batanineh, Brooks, 
and Bassoppo-Moyo (2005). Al-Bataineh, et al (2005) 
add that online learning may not offer students expect-
ed time savings, but students do benefit as more of their 
time is spent in active learning. Britt (2006) cites the 
advantage of online teaching for faculty as the ability to 
teach from any location at any time, but the disadvan-
tage is the need to learn and use a course management 
system technology. 

No Difference in Academic Outcomes

No significant difference in educational outcomes has 
been noted in previous studies (Miller, Cohen, and Bef-
fa-Negrini, 2001; Lucas, 2001). On the other hand, a re-
view of the literature comparing faculty time in online 
and traditional teaching is very different.

Earlier Studies Comparing Faculty Time

Lewis and Abdul-Hamid (2006) examined the view 
of seasoned faculty regarding teaching online courses. 
Online teaching, according to Lewis and Abdul-Hamid 
(2006), requires significant preparation and organiza-
tion. Lewis and Abdul-Hamid (2006) state grading and 
other course components take longer than expected. 
Barth (2004) found online teaching to be more labor 
intensive. Britt (2006) says formatting from traditional 
to online takes considerable time. Designing and de-
livering online courses appear to require a significantly 
greater investment of time for the instructor compared 
to a traditional course (Barth, 2004; Lenz, Jones and 
Monaghan, 2005; Tomei, 2006).

Two recent studies warrant particular mention. Bender, 
Wood, and Vredevoogd (2004) found online teaching to 
require twice as much time as traditional teaching. The 
faculty in their study taught two sections of the same 
course, one online and one traditional, and kept a log to 
document their time. Tomei (2006) inquired into the 
faculty workload and ideal class size for online courses, 
using faculty time spent in the three components of 
advising, instruction, and assessment as a basis. Tomei 
(2006) found that online students required an overall 
14.2% more time than traditional students. If the ad-
vising component is removed, the online instructional 
component required 43.5% more time than the tradi-
tional instructional component. However, the student 
assessment component required 7.6% less time online. 
If one combines the assessment and instruction com-
ponents for comparison, the online method required 
13.4% more time than the traditional method.

Study Design 

During a summer term the author was provided a sti-
pend from a university to develop an online undergrad-
uate course in management which had previously been 
taught only traditionally in the classroom. The course 
had been taught for two semesters as a traditional course 
by the author. The course management system was one 
with which the researcher was familiar and was the only 
one used during the study. Since that time the author 
has used another course management system at the same 
university. The author was to teach two sections of the 
course, one online and one traditional, in the semester 
following the summer the online course was developed. 
The traditional course was scheduled to undergo a major 
revamp with a new text, assignments, and tests, gener-
ally amounting to a new course. 

The real task was not simply to adapt a traditional course 
to online teaching, but to develop a new course with two 
versions or sections, one taught online and one taught 
traditionally. There were about 10% more students in 
the traditional section than in the online course. There 
were about 20 students in the online section and 25 in 
the traditional section. The actual numbers varied with 
additions and drops and would have affected only the 
implementation phase if the number changes were sub-
stantial. While the sample size in this study is limited 
to one course, the study was designed to control several 
other variables. The same instructor is developing and 
implementing two sections of the same course limiting 
variances related to instructor styles and differences and 
time periods which may cause some problem in compar-
ing different courses. 
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Minimizing Researcher Bias 

Prior to collecting data for this study the researcher, 
also the author of the study, had taught six graduate 
online courses and eight undergraduate traditional 
courses. While the researcher believed teaching online 
seemed more time consuming in some respects, this was 
a subjective belief, not a conclusion based on evidence. 
Courses taught varied in number of students per course 
and whether they were graduate or undergraduate stu-
dents, that no valid comparison could be made. Given 
these variables were not controlled, there was no strong 
belief that the online or traditional nature of the course 
was more or less of a factor in the time spent than other 
factors. To control for potential bias, however, no totals 
were calculated in this study prior to collecting all the 
data.

Data Collection

Data was recorded during two phases, course develop-
ment and implementation. In the first phase the number 
of hours devoted to planning and developing the course 
were tracked. The second phase began after the actual 
teaching began in the semester following the summer 
when the course was developed. When activity was 
spent in development that applied to both the online 
and traditional version, the time was divided evenly and 
recorded with half the time assigned to each column. 
When time was spent addressing the planning of daily 
classroom activities for traditional teaching, this time 
was recorded only in traditional teaching column. If 
time was spent preparing a discussion board or in devel-
oping a drop box to receive assignments for the online 
course, this was recorded only in the online column. 
Once the teaching semester began, time in any activity 
continued to be assigned to either online or traditional, 
but was considered implementation, even if it involved 
some revision in planning. Data collection stopped half 
way through the implementation phase when the num-
bers recorded became repetitious.

Results

The faculty/author devoted 12% more time developing 
the online course than the traditional course. Imple-
mentation of the online section required 12 more hours 
or 6.8% more of the instructor’s time. Online course de-
velopment and implementation required 22 additional 
hours or 8.9% more time than the traditional course. 
Table 1 reports the results in hours of time required to 
develop and implement the sections of the course online 
and in the traditional classroom. 

Effect of Technology 

After collecting data for the development phase, but 
prior to implementation, the course management sys-
tem made available to faculty a significant innovation in 
its software. While this did not affect the outcome for 
this study, the innovation needs recognition due to its 
implication to the topic under study. When the course 
was being developed it was assumed that the customary 
dropbox was the only method by which assignments 
would be received in the online section. The course 
management system had a dropbox system where once 
an assignment was received; it was simply recorded and 
filed as submitted, forever fixed in time and place in that 
drop box, not subject to reorganization or re-filing with-
out first being copied to other storage devices. The sub-
mission could not be organized, unless moved to a hard 
drive or other storage device to be filed by assignment or 
student. Before the innovation faculty teaching online 
had two ways to respond to a student. One way required 
the instructor to find the right file, copy it, make notes 
on the submission, and then return it to the student by 
e-mail. The other method was to create a new response 
file, and make reference to the file buried in the course 
management system’s dropbox.  

The course management system added the ability to 
create in the assignment section of its software an as-
signment specific dropbox which added a feedback 
mechanism available to students. Students could read 

    

Table 1 
hourS needed To develop and implemenT online and TradiTional SecTionS

Traditional Online Difference % Difference Total
Development 100 112 12 12.0 212
Implementa-
tion 147 157 10 6.8 304

Total 247 269 22 8.9 516
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comments and the drop box linked directly to grading. 
An instructor now could readily find the file submitted, 
conveniently offer feedback, and post a grade which si-
multaneously posted in a built in system grade book also 
available to students. While no pre-test post-test type 
empirical data was available to compare the time it took 
for an instructor to provide feedback and record grades 
online before and after the innovation, the author found 
this innovation to be so efficient it was made available 
to the traditional students as a means to submit assign-
ments. 

The implications of this innovation for both online and 
traditional teaching are important. If this one innova-
tion in online technology can substantially reduce the 
amount of time it takes to teach online, how long will 
it take for the difference in time to teach online to be 
more equivalent to traditional teaching? Using this 
technology in the classroom also decreased the amount 
of housekeeping time to collect and return hardcopies, 
leaving more time for student/faculty interaction. The 
technology is of course a tool and does not dictate pol-
icy. Being apprised of the changes may be a benefit for 
both online and traditional faculty. Whether this in-
novation reduced the time in implementation in both 
online and traditional teaching is not determinable. The 
implication of this innovation, however, is that this on-
line technology may close the gap in time taken to teach 
in the two methods, by making online teaching more ef-
ficient. As importantly, online technology may improve 
the efficiency of both online and traditional teaching.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Online teaching takes faculty more time to teach than 
traditional teaching. The data suggests that developing 
and implementing a course online takes more instructor 
time than in a traditional course. The three null hypoth-
eses are not supported. The results have implications for 
the question of whether online teaching is more efficient 
than traditional teaching. 

The reported amount of difference to teach online in 
this study varied substantially from that reported in 
Bender, Wood, and Vredevoogd (2004), who found 
it took twice as much time to teach online. However, 
Tomei (2006) reported it took only 13.4% more time in 
online instruction and assessment components, which 
is similar to the 8.9% more time reported in this study.

The question whether online teaching is more efficient 
in terms of faculty time remains and needs continued 
examination and update. Online teaching efficiency is 
related to the overall question of whether online edu-

cation is more efficient. Online education involves costs 
not considered in this study. As the discussion on the in-
novative assignment drop box feature illustrated, tech-
nology is changing and improving. Some of these new 
features in course management systems might create ef-
ficiencies for faculty. If the recently introduced drop box 
innovation in the course management system had not 
been innovated, would the time difference in this study 
have been closer to that in the one by Tomei (2006)? 
Did this new feature make the difference?

Aceves (2006) concludes that university and program 
administration should encourage active strategies to 
ensure all faculty are offered opportunities to learn and 
engage in online-delivered education. This is a sound 
recommendation that will get more people involved 
to generate more ideas. Furthermore, Tomei (2006) 
concluded that online teaching should not be expect-
ed to generate larger revenues by means of larger class 
sizes at the expense of effective instructor or faculty 
oversubscriptions. Tomei (2006) also suggests follow-
on research is required to evaluate the effectiveness of 
the two teaching strategies on student learning. Barth 
(2004) echoes this in pointing out the reality that on-
line education encompasses many types of techniques, 
instructors, and students, so large scale comparison 
studies are difficult to conduct in a scientifically rigor-
ous manner. Barth (2004) suggests, therefore, that the 
future research be an accumulation of experiential case 
studies and forums for instructors to share techniques 
and best practices. 

Online teaching seems to be a promising educational 
tool, but may be jeopardized if the quality of instruction 
is eroded when the reality of the time commitment is 
overlooked. It may be efficient in many regards, but not 
necessarily in faculty time. At the same time, the answer 
is not to focus only on adjusting class sizes or workloads. 
It is also important to apprise faculty of new develop-
ments in course management systems that may create 
time efficiencies. These innovations may bridge the gap 
between faculty time needed to teach online and tradi-
tional instruction. These innovations might introduce 
faculty time efficiencies in both online and traditional 
methods. 
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Introduction

Professors teach what we know.  Often, though, we need 
to remind ourselves that the subject we are teaching is 
new and completely foreign to most of our students.  
For example, professors teaching Legal Environment 
of Business will have no trouble spouting the require-
ments for a cause of action for negligence or even the 
complete legal definition of assault?1  However, even 
for experts in the area, there are limits to what we can 
recall.  For non-experts such as our traditional college 
students with limited relevant experiences on which 
to draw, comprehension and retention of complex, ab-
stract concepts often proves quite challenging.  Recent 
developments in brain research, however, can help us 
understand the workings of the adolescent brain and 
develop teaching methods that can effectively mitigate 
physical limitations imposed by the brain, leading to 
better learning in our classrooms.  The purpose of this 
paper, accordingly, is to describe the current literature 
on learning and the brain and offer recommendations 
for applying that research to a business classroom, spe-
cifically Legal Environment of Business.

1  Professors in law school often have first year stu-
dents memorize difficult to retain legal definitions of 
commonly used torts, including assault: “An intention-
al, unlawful offer of corporal injury to another by force, 
or force unlawfully directed toward person of another, 
under such circumstances as create a well-founded fear 
of imminent peril, coupled with apparent present abil-
ity to execute attempt, if not prevented” (Black’s Law 
Dictionary, 1968, p. 147).  

Background Brain Studies

Current research has drastically altered what we know 
about the learning process and the brain.  In large part, 
our new understanding is due to scientific develop-
ments that have changed the manner in which brains 
can be studied.  Until recently, comparative studies of 
brains were done through post mortem examinations 
(Blakemore & Choudhury, 2006).  Prior to the 1960s 
and 1970s, when post-mortem examinations began, 
researchers believed that there was little substantive 
change in brain development after the very early stages of 
life.  In the late 1990s and early 2000s, researchers began 
using Magnetic Resonance Imaging or MRI machines 
to gather views of the brains of living persons, substan-
tially increasing our knowledge of how the brain func-
tions and providing a better map of which specific areas 
of the brain were used for what purpose (Blakemore & 
Choudhury, 2006).  Improvements in MRI technology 
have allowed researchers to view the brain at work us-
ing Functional MRIs or fMRI.  With this technology, 
researchers have been able to determine how the living 
brain actually functions during childhood, adolescence, 
young adulthood and further.  Not only can researchers 
understand the use and purpose of different parts of the 
brain, this research also answers many questions about 
why people of different ages react to information differ-
ently.  

For example, in one fMRI study, a group of adolescents 
and adults were scanned while presented with questions 
requiring respondents to answer whether a suggestion 
was a good idea or a bad idea (Blakemore & Choudhury, 
2006).  The answers seem obvious to most of us, with 
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questions such as “Should you swim with sharks?”  The 
results, however, are somewhat surprising.  The results 
demonstrated that adolescents took significantly longer 
than adults to decide that the activity was a bad idea.  
Further, the fMRI showed that, when confronted with 
decisions regarding risky behavior, adolescent brains 
showed greater activity in a region of the prefrontal cor-
tex than the adult brains.  The researchers’ understand-
ing of this information explains that adults had a rela-
tively efficient response to the mental image and of the 
possible outcomes, while the adolescents relied more on 
reasoning to determine if swimming with sharks was a 
good idea (Blakemore & Choudhury, 2006).  In other 
words, adolescents had to “think about it,” where adults 
responded more reflexively.  

So what differences in the brain explain this remarkable 
difference in reasoning ability?  While it is established 
that the brain’s physical volume does not change signifi-
cantly after age 3, there is a reorganization process that 
continues to develop throughout life, past adolescence 
and into adulthood (Baird & Fugelsang, 2004).  The 
brain goes through two major refinements, “myelina-
tion” and “synaptic” pruning.  

Myelination is the process by which the 
“wires” of the brain become insulated.  My-
elin is a fatty substance that increases the 
speed with which signals can travel in the 
brain.  Myelinated fibers connect regions 
of grey matter and enable their communi-
cation.  Grey matter, or cortex, is where the 
brain’s “work” is done . . . .  Synaptic prun-
ing is the process by which the connections 
within the grey matter are refined, it is be-
lieved that the brain follows a strict “use 
or lose” policy with regard to grey matter.  
This process results in a more efficient cor-
tex, and in conjunction with myelination, 
a more extensively connected cortex (Baird 
& Fugelsang, 2004, p. 1800).

In other words, as myelination occurs, the brain forms 
its connections allowing us to communicate informa-
tion within brain.  Over time, the brain undergoes 
synaptic pruning to refine these connections making 
thought processes more efficient.  

In understanding myelination and synaptic pruning, 
researchers understand the different stages of human 
brain development.  Researchers believe that the last 
parts of the brain to mature with myelination are the 
frontal lobes, which are involved in emotional control 
and reasoning (Schenck, 2003).  From ages 13-19, as the 

frontal lobes are developing, adolescents have “a ten-
dency to ignore evidence that does not fit.  Preconceived 
ideas may encourage adolescents to distort evidence to 
fit their ideas . . . [and l]ogical reasoning skills are poorly 
or unevenly developed” (Schenck, 2003, p. 20).  These 
deficiencies explain that adolescents often have poor de-
cision making skills.  

Illustrating this point is an ad run on September 12, 
2007, in the Wall Street Journal.  The caption reads: 
“Why do most 16-year –olds drive like they’re missing 
part of their brain? . . . BECAUSE THEY ARE” (All-
state, 2007, p. A20).  In this full page ad by Allstate 
Insurance Company, the text continues by explaining 
that 

[e]ven bright, mature teenagers sometimes 
do things that are “stupid.”  But when that 
happens, it’s not really their fault.  It’s be-
cause their brain hasn’t finished develop-
ing.  The underdeveloped area is called the 
dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex.  It plays a 
critical role in decision making, problem 
solving and understanding future con-
sequences of today’s actions.  Problem is, 
it won’t be fully mature until they’re into 
their 20s (Allstate, 2007, p. A20). 

According to, Jeb Schenck, a researcher and teacher cur-
rently applying brain research to the classroom, during 
this time, adolescents “[tend] to consider only most re-
cent data and [don’t] weigh evidence.  [They are r]eluc-
tant to abandon a failed theory without a new one to 
replace it” (Schenck, 2003, p. 21).  

The development of the brain continues.  It is not until 
ages 18-20 that young adults develop the “ability to see 
complex relationships between different aspects of an 
abstraction” (Schenck, 2003, p. 21).  Finally, around age 
23-25, young adults develop the “ability to use principles 
to combine different abstractions and [to understand] 
more principle[s] of justice” (Schenck, 2003, p. 21).  

As students in college are typically between ages 17-23, 
their brains are far less capable of using abstract ideas 
and making complex connections between abstractions 
– and yet, making such connections lies at the heart of 
most education in business and law classes.  As one study 
put it, “[o]ne’s ability to imagine alternative outcomes 
and understand the consequences of those outcomes is 
an essential component of human reasoning.  Such coun-
terfactual thinking typically involves imagining a set of 
circumstances leading up to an event that may have had 
a different outcome if only a critical preceding event did 
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not take place” (Baird & Fugelsang, 2004, p. 1800).  Ac-
cordingly, given the phase of their brain’s development, 
college students will most likely find it difficult to en-
gage in counterfactual reasoning, i.e. anticipate conse-
quences effectively (Baird & Fugelsang, 2004).2 

Outthinking the Adolescent Brain

A quick read of the preceding information could prove 
quite depressing to the college professor.  The literature 
indicates that adolescent brains can’t do what we need 
them to.  Certainly maturation and real life experiences 
provide avenues for learning, but these take time and 
rarely occur in the college classroom.  Yet, as educa-
tors, we know that learning and retention does occur 
for many students.  The question then becomes: What 
techniques can the professor use to deliver content that 
will help students learn in spite of their physical limita-
tions?  This section explores three such techniques – (1) 
exercises in counterfactual reasoning, (2) personaliza-
tion and (3) processing and elaboration.

Counterfactual Reasoning

Recall that counterfactual reasoning requires students 
to imagine a scenario with an expected outcome, and, 
altering one fact, imagining the possible new outcomes 
resulting from the change.  Many theories of business 
and law are based, at least in part, on the idea that one 
must be able to foresee that chosen actions will have vary-
ing consequences.  For example, adults may understand 
and foresee the potential outcome of driving recklessly; 
while adolescents may not directly connect the behavior 
with the possible consequences of their actions (Baird 
& Fugelsang, 2004).  Hence the legal consequences may 
differ according to age of the reckless driver.

The more experience adolescents have with situations, 
the more likely they are able to reason abstractly about 
similar situations (Baird & Fugelsang, 2004).  It is the 
continued interaction of real life experiences and the 
brain’s refinements that appears to make counterfactual 

2  “[A]dolescents are much more likely to reason 
abstractly about situations where they have had some 
previous experience; however, it is the interaction of 
continued experience and refinements in the adolescent 
brain that enable the emergence of counterfactual rea-
soning, as well as the appreciation of consequences, in 
the absence of actual experience. . . . It may be physically 
impossible for adolescents to engage in counterfactual 
reasoning, and as a result of this [they] are often unable 
to effectively foresee the possible consequences of their 
actions” (Baird & Fugelsang, 2004, p. 1801).

reasoning possible.  However, absent extensive experi-
ence by adolescents, professors must search for ways to 
connect counterfactual reasoning exercises to subjects 
familiar to students.  The smaller the step from scenarios 
familiar to adolescent students, the more likely they can 
imagine abstract alternative outcomes.  

For college professors teaching a legal course, the abil-
ity to engage in counterfactual reasoning is core to 
understanding many concepts.  One prime example is 
the concept of “negligence.”  As is understood in every 
Legal Environment of Business classroom throughout 
the country, to have a cause of action for negligence one 
must show: 1) “a duty, or obligation, recognized by the 
law, requiring the person to conform to a certain stan-
dard of conduct, for the protection of others against un-
reasonable risks;” 2) “a breach of that duty;” 3) “a reason-
ably close causal connection between the conduct and 
the resulting injury . . . [or] ‘legal cause,’ or ‘proximate 
cause;” and 4) “[a]ctual loss or damage resulting to the 
interest of another” (Keeton et al, 1984, p. 281).  As Le-
gal Environment students learn, the crux of proximate 
cause is foreseeability.  It is a basic tenet of negligence 
that “no defendant should ever be held liable for con-
sequences which no reasonable person would expect to 
follow from the conduct” (Keeton, et al, 1984, p. 281).  
To fully understand the concept of proximate cause, stu-
dents must be able to imagine the foreseeable outcomes 
of different courses of action.  

One of the leading cases law school and college classes 
currently use to practice counterfactual reasoning is 
Palsgraf v. Long Island Railroad Co. (1928, hereinaf-
ter Palsgraf ).  In this case, Helen Palsgraf was waiting 
for a train on a station platform when a man carrying 
a package of fireworks was helped onto the train.  The 
man’s fireworks fell on the track and exploded.  Palsgraf, 
standing several feet away, was injured by scales that fell 
due to the concussion of the fireworks explosion.  Us-
ing these facts, classes typically debate where the “zone 
of foreseeability” ends and must determine if Palsgraf ’s 
injuries were “reasonably foreseeable,” in which case she 
is entitled to compensation.  While they may use their 
imagination and find the scenario to be quite bizarre, 
the invariable questions are:  “So what did this scale 
look like?” – “Why was that man carrying fireworks on 
a train?” – “Why did they push him on the train?”  

Once students get past imagining a 1928 train station, 
they are able to engage in fact altering scenarios and 
begin their counterfactual reasoning using the facts of 
the case.  During class, students begin to imagine small 
alterations to the case and explore various alternate con-
sequences.  They ask more probing questions: “Did peo-
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ple in 1928 routinely carry fireworks on trains and did 
they ever blow up?” – “If the employees knew the man 
was carrying fireworks, shouldn’t they have been more 
careful letting him on the train?” – “Shouldn’t the train 
station have bolted down the scale?” – “Exactly how far 
away from the train was Mrs. Palsgraf?”  In formulating 
these questions, and in responding to the fact altering 
scenarios provided by the professor, students gain more 
of an ownership in the material.  Their understanding 
of the concepts is deeper and often students will leave 
the class exploring more scenario changes continuing 
their counterfactual reasoning beyond the hour and a 
half class period.

While Aristotle’s famous phrase may describe the law as 
“reason, free from passion,” (Aristotle, 384BC-322BC)3 
the style of teaching that logically follows from this 
assertion flies in the face of current brain research be-
cause it is inaccessible to the adolescent brain.  A major 
component of creating lasting memory is making links 
to emotionally significant items in the lives of students 
(Schenck, 2003).  While Palsgraf is and will likely re-
main the seminal case dealing with foreseeability in 
negligence, the case may have little personal signifi-
cance to modern college students.  We know from cur-
rent brain research that students learn best when class 
material touches something that they already know - a 
scene that is familiar or emotionally important to them 
(Schenck, 2003).  

Me and My Needs:  
Personal Links through Concrete Material

Research into specific areas of the brain has yielded a 
new understanding of the way the brain filters infor-
mation.  Researchers have found that the limbic struc-
tures in the brain, including the amygdale, assist in tag-
ging information to determine emotional significance 
(Schenck, 2003).  “Generally, the more personally sig-
nificant the information, the more thoroughly it will 
be processed and remembered” (Schenck, 2003, p. 48, 
citing LeDoux, 1996 and Lockhart, 1972).  The less per-
sonally significant or emotionally significant, the more 
likely the brain is to “dump” the information.  

For the teacher, this suggests that the more successfully 
we integrate content from the student’s life experience, 
the more learning occurs.  The purpose of integrating 
their life experiences is that the brain learns new con-
cepts by creating new neuronal networks between the 
new information and concepts that the brain already 

3  Perhaps more appropriately cited for the contem-
porary student: Legally Blonde (2001).

knows and understands (Zull, 2002).  If teachers focus 
more on what students already know and believe and 
tailor new concepts to that current understanding, then 
teachers will have an entry into a student’s current neu-
ronal network and a basis for making a new neuronal 
connection.  The more a student can tie a new concept 
to an old idea, the more likely she is to integrate that idea 
into her neuronal network and have the ability to make 
cross connections and references to the new material, 
using her own personal experiences (Zull, 2002).  With-
out that emotional interest or personal significance, the 
brain is more likely to simply “dump” that material as 
insignificant.  

So what connects to an emotional interest for college 
students?  Does this research mean that we should be 
aiming to have our students laugh, cry, or even sing in 
order to assist them in retaining information?  Does this 
information mean that the content of our courses must 
be subordinated to meeting the emotional needs of our 
students, a task that few college professors feel prepared, 
let alone interested, in doing?  No, it doesn’t.  What it 
does suggest, however, is that we are most likely to reach 
and teach our students when we understand their lim-
ited life experiences and purposefully set out to connect 
to them.  

The number of ways in which professors can learn about 
the interests of their students in efforts to make these 
“connections” exceeds the scope of this paper.  What 
is most important is that those connections are made.  
In a faculty meeting at Millsaps College, the question 
was posed, “what are students most interested in at this 
stage in life.”  The answer was, not surprisingly, “beer 
and sex.”  While I am hardly advocating that all lectures 
include a discussion of beer and sex, it is, nevertheless, 
true that in discussions with students from Legal En-
vironment of Business classes, students can more read-
ily discuss the facts and significance of Lucy v. Zehmer 
(1954),  a contract dispute over the sale of land in which 
one of the parties was as “high as a Georgia pine,” than 
they can discuss Palsgraf and her unfortunate train sta-
tion accident.  This illustrates the point that, in an effort 
to engage the modern college student, we might balance 
our devotion to historically significant cases with cases 
that allow students to focus on their life experiences in 
choosing material designed to deliver an understanding 
of the law.  

Borrowing another example from Legal Environment, 
West’s Business Law Text and Cases recently added the 
Martin v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. (1999, hereinafter Mar-
tin) to its section dealing with the duty of shopkeepers 
to business invitees (Clarkson, et al, 2006).  In that 
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case, Harold Martin was shopping in Wal-Mart when 
he slipped on loose shotgun shell pellets (bb’s) that were 
either overlooked by a Wal-Mart employee or were not 
cleaned in a timely manner (Martin, 1999).  The court 
focused its attention on the requirements of anticipating 
dangerous conditions in stores of this type and noted 
that Wal-Mart is charged with the knowledge of fore-
seeable risks inherent in its self-service stores (Martin, 
1999).  Typically, the class enters a discussion of the like-
lihood that Wal-Mart employees could foresee that the 
shot pellets would fall to the floor and injure a patron.

One of the benefits of teaching this case is its accessi-
bility to students - a professor would be hard pressed to 
find a student who had not shopped at a Wal-Mart.  The 
discussions of the case lead students to recall their own 
experiences in shopping malls with wet marble floors 
and yellow “A” framed caution signs or the cluttered 
aisles of a toy store during the day after Thanksgiving 
sales.  The point is that students are able to use their life 
experiences to make new connections to material with 
which they are already familiar.  Using these familiar 
building blocks and making these new neuronal con-
nections helps lead to long-term memory of the subject 
matter discussed by emotionally tagging information as 
important and relevant to their lives.4

One obvious challenge when attempting to connect to 
students’ personal experiences is the constant challenge 
to find examples with which current students can iden-
tify.  Faced with cases that are often hard for students to 
imagine, in class, I ask students to consider their own ex-
periences and articulate similar “foreseeability” issues.  
Often the discussion leads to grocery stores or depart-
ment stores and the various hazards that should be fore-
seen and remedied by shop keepers.  Here, the students 
can choose to make their own connections.  However, 
students may find it a stretch to learn a new concept 
such as foreseeability and deal with a fact scenario that 
they cannot firmly see with their own life experiences.  
Not surprisingly for the adolescent brain, “concrete, vis-
ible, objects that can be seen or felt are easier to work 
with than abstract concepts” (Schenck, 2003, p. 85).  
Employing movie clips and relevant up-to-date news 
stories can assist in giving visible objects with which 
adolescent brains can work.  These concepts may then 
be translated back to an understanding of Palsgraf, cre-

4  While this article is not suggesting a replacement 
to Palsgraf, using more modern case scenarios to lead 
to the seminal case on foreseeability may help students 
ease into the concepts, building on existing neuronal 
networks.

ating a new link between an existing neuronal network 
and the new material.  

For example, imagine being a college student in your 
first law related class, Legal Environment of Business.  
Imagine reading the textbook the night before com-
ing into class and for the first time ever reading the 
“black letter” law of the types of intellectual property.  
The names “trade mark,” “trade dress,” “patents,” and 
“copyrights” might sound familiar, but reading that a 
song is protected by copyright means little in the ab-
stract.  However, once the student comes to class and 
discusses how they violated the law by downloading the 
latest hip-hop music, the material is taken out of the ab-
stract and is given a life in pictures in the brain of the 
students.  Similarly, showing a clip from the movie Com-
ing to America (1988) including Eddie Murphy working 
in a restaurant with “Golden Arcs” called “McDowell’s” 
helps them put the theoretical ideas of “trade dress” and 
other intellectual property ideas into concrete images.

If our students are actually going to leave class with an 
understanding and memory of concepts we purport to 
teach, we must tie those concepts to more concrete im-
ages - images with which adolescent brains can connect.  
When dealing with subjects that are in the abstract, 
students should be given “CLEAR and DIRECT uses 
before asking them to come up with their own concepts” 
(Schenck, 2003, p. 85).  Elaboration by the students is 
key, regardless of whether the concept is abstract or con-
crete (Schenck, 2003).  However, before they can elabo-
rate on a theoretical subject or scenario, they must first 
be directed to subjects with which they are familiar.

Processing and Elaboration

Simply introducing students to the idea of counterfac-
tual reasoning and using personal examples are only 
part of the path to increasing understanding and long 
term retention.  In order to “own” the material, students 
must take that information and process it to create the 
new neural pathways between the old information and 
the new (Schenck, 2003).  Presenting an abstract idea 
and trying to tie it to a familiar concept gives the basic 
framework for the brain to learn (Zull, 2002).  But for 
learning to occur, a new connection between the two 
concepts must be made.  

It seems obvious that those students who participate in 
class discussions and respond with new and different ap-
plications of the subjects being discussed are often the 
higher achieving students in class.  It is not necessarily 
that these students are smarter than other students, it is 
perhaps that those students, through the process of elab-
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oration, made a connection to a life experience they al-
ready understood.  The more connections students make 
between their life experiences and the new concepts, 
the more likely the brain will create a strong neuronal 
connection in the new material, thus leading to a more 
complete understanding of the new concepts and long 
term retention.  When students elaborate, or “provide 
their own examples, restate [concepts], make decisions 
based upon the new information, or make applications 
. . . ,” (Schenck, 2003, p. 83) the information becomes 
more personally meaningful and more emotionally sig-
nificant (Schenck, 2003).  Moreover, those students will 
be able to engage in further and more complicated coun-
terfactual reasoning.    

The use of elaboration as a teaching tool is not new to 
the classroom.  Professors using the Socratic Method in 
class are already employing this strategy for long-term 
retention.  In asking students to respond to questions 
and to restate and defend their positions through direct 
questioning, the students have a prime opportunity to 
engage in elaboration.  A part of most law classes is tak-
ing the case or concept at hand and spending class time 
having the students elaborate on those facts to explore 
the boundaries of an idea.  For example, in Palsgraf, 
many professors will test the bounds of foreseeability 
with probing questions and fact-altering scenarios.  

Much of the law is abstract, however.  Thinking back 
to law school and the memorization of every element of 
each and every tort, it is easy to recognize that the dif-
ficulty was keeping those definitions in your mind when 
so many of them made little sense without a “story” to 
provide a context for the definitions.  One can define 
an assault, but without a mental picture of an assault to 
put with that definition, it is extremely difficult to keep 
in mind.  

Obviously, different lessons could benefit from different 
teaching strategies.  The point here is not to demonstrate 
that one simple strategy will revolutionize the class-
room.  Instead, the point is to demonstrate that context/
content-specific strategies can be employed with various 
measures of success if we are willing to accept that learn-
ing is a biological function and that we, as teachers, can 
do more to facilitate student learning.  

Conclusion

We may recall our favorite or most infamous law pro-
fessor from law school.  Perhaps he was the one who 
instigated the burning of the American flag or perhaps 
he was the one who, like Professor Kingsfield in the 
movie The Paper Chase (1973) took it upon himself to 

sternly teach the hard lessons of being unprepared for 
class through fear and intimidation.  Or perhaps, stick-
ing with a the theme of this paper, we should discuss 
a character with which our students can more read-
ily relate, Professor Stromwell of Legally Blonde who 
refers to the front row of her class as the “Hot Zone” 
and professes that she “recommend[s] knowing, before 
speaking.”  These long-revered images of the law class-
room might bring a sense of romance from movies and 
personal nostalgia, but they are ineffective in teaching 
today’s college student.  At the end of the day, the goal is 
to have students remember and process the information 
and lessons from class.  Isn’t it better to have a class that 
provides knowledge to students in ways that enhance 
the students’ long-term memory of the law rather than 
being the crusty image of a law professor, only the char-
acter of whom is remembered?
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Introduction:

Clients seeking a certified public accountant (CPA) are 
looking for more than just someone who can plug num-
bers into an income tax form.  They want someone who 
understands their individual financial situation, their 
business, and the important tax aspects of their busi-
ness; someone who can advise them on business start up, 
business operations, and tax minimization. 

As both a seasoned tax practitioner and a tax profes-
sor, I believe that a forms-based approach to learning 
income tax provides the strongest basis for today’s stu-
dents to become tomorrow’s knowledgeable and trusted 
accounting advisors.  To help our students succeed, we 
must familiarize them with the key tax forms and check-
lists, and also help them develop a thorough approach 
to assessing their client’s financial situation to ensure 
that they are using the right forms at the right times.  
It is this latter task that separates our students from tax 
preparation software for the computer.  We must give 
our students the ability to think critically and creatively 

about tax questions.  Indeed, by giving our students this 
broad overview, rather than simply teaching them how 
to plug numbers into a chart, we will ensure that our 
students do not become so wedded to the tax forms that 
they freeze when faced with a situation that does not fit 
neatly into one of the tax-form boxes.  In sum, we must 
teach our students both to fill in the boxes and to think 
“outside the box.” 

To give our students the means to deal with more 
complex or novel tax issues, we can expose them to a 
research-oriented statutory approach to income tax, and 
show them where to look for guidance on unanswered 
questions.  Researching statutes is a good starting point 
for solving complex tax issues, and is a skill that far too 
many accountants lack.  Statutory research teaches our 
students why they must treat certain events in a particu-
lar manner.  

A tax education that relies exclusively on research-ori-
ented methods falls short in the real world, however, 
unless it is linked with a strong understanding of how 
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to implement the research in a tax transaction.   That 
is, once the students decide what law applies, they must 
be able to take the next step and actually apply the law 
to calculate the client’s income taxes in a rational and 
reasoned manner.  We must give our students the tools 
to reconcile the law and the client’s unique issues in the 
tax forms.  

Educational Challenges

Tax educators are caught between a rock and a hard 
place.  We have limited time – 43 hours in the case of my 
Income Tax I class, for example – to teach our students 
the ins and outs of income taxation.  Given that the IRS 
estimates the average time burden for completing Form 
1040 at 33.5 hours, my 43 hours of class time seems min-
iscule.   In just over the time it takes the average taxpayer 
to complete one tax return, tax educators are charged 
with giving their students the basis for completing tax 
returns that run the gamut from simple to complex, for 
individuals, businesses, and other entities.  

The limited time that we have to pass information to 
our students means that we, as educators, must allocate 
our resources wisely and teach our students how to find 
the answers that they will need in the future.  A forms-
based approach to teaching income tax, combined with 
an explanation of the proper way to research issues that 
do not present themselves neatly in a form, appears to be 
the best route.

Completing the Forms

The Internal Revenue Service has close to 1,000 forms 
and schedules in its library.  The goal of a forms-based 
teaching approach is not to teach students how to fill out 
each and every one of the forms.  Rather, the approach 
familiarizes students with the existing forms, details the 
kind of information required to complete the most of-
ten used forms, and helps the students to spot tax issues 
and situations that call for using one form as opposed to 
another.  It also teaches students to recognize the limita-
tions of the forms; that is, it highlights novel or complex 
situations that the forms may not cover.  It is the best 
way to learn the most relevant information in the time 
period allowed.  

In tax practice, an accountant will meet with a client 
and evaluate the client’s financial situation, then decide 
the most prudent tax approach.  The accountant must 
know what information is relevant and they must know 
what question to ask their clients to gather that infor-
mation, since most clients do not have a background in 
accounting.  Learning the most used tax forms and the 

information necessary to prepare them will help a fu-
ture accountants identify the key tax issues facing their 
clients.

For example, a “standard” individual income tax return 
for a couple who work, with two children, including one 
in daycare, may contain Form 1040, Schedule A (Item-
ized Deductions), Schedule B (Dividends and Interest), 
Schedule C (Profit or Loss from Business), Schedule D 
(Capital Gains), Schedule E (Rent and Royalties), Form 
2441 (Child and Dependent Care Expenses), Form 
4562 (Depreciation and Amortization), Form 6251 for 
Alternative Minimum Tax, and a child tax credit work-
sheet.  This is assuming our couple does not qualify for 
either the Earned Income Credit, the Additional Child 
Tax Credit, which would create a whole score of addi-
tional forms and checklists.  

Most young accountants begin their careers filling in 
basic tax forms.  A new accountant with a full grasp of 
the forms will be able to determine quickly whether the 
information she has in hand matches the information 
called for on a particular form.  If not, the new accoun-
tant will know that she must seek additional informa-
tion, either from the client or from the tax code.  A 
forms based approach to teaching income tax will aid 
the students in beginning their careers.

Notably, tax educators must require their students to 
prepare income tax returns, with all necessary forms, by 
hand, rather than through the use of computer software.  
If a class is simply answering the questions the computer 
software asks, and letting the computer generate the tax 
return, they are not preparing the tax return.  If a stu-
dent prepares a tax return by hand, he will be forced to 
read the form, read the corresponding directions, calcu-
late the mathematical computations, and generally see 
how the numbers fit together.  This manual computa-
tion will also help him in his career.  If a practitioner 
doesn’t know what the answer should be, he will not 
know if the computer generated a wrong answer when 
he is reviewing information for his client.  

Jane T. Rubin in her article “Teaching tax using a life 
cycle approach” discusses that the amount of tax knowl-
edge needed to prepare even the simplest of returns can 
be overwhelming and difficult to memorize.  She states 
“How many details in the tax law can be retained?  Is 
it more important to memorize information or to be 
able to find it?”   Simple memorization of tax facts does 
not make a good accountant.  A good accountant is one 
who can answer straightforward questions in a reason-
able and rational manner, and who can find answers to 
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questions that he has not previously encountered when 
consulted by a client.  

Researching the Law

Title 26 of the United States Code is the Internal Rev-
enue Code, the body of law that governs the United 
States federal tax systems.  Many students who begin 
an income tax class do not realize that income taxes are 
guided by federal law.  The Federal Income Tax Code 
governs what percentage of income taxpayers pay in 
taxes, what qualifies as income, what counts as a deduc-
tion, who is a dependent, and myriad other matters that 
the tax professional encounters over and over again.  An 
educator must teach research and its importance, as well 
as give real life examples of how an accountant takes the 
research and uses it to prepare the financial statements 
or tax return for the clients.

For example, Section 61 of the Internal Revenue Code  
(IRC 61, 26 U.S.C. 61) defines gross income to include 
“all income from whatever source derived, including 
(but not limited to)” a laundry list of items:

Compensation for services, including fees, 1. 
commission, fringe benefits, and similar items
Gross income derived from business2. 
Gains derived from dealings in property3. 
Interest4. 
Rents5. 
Royalties6. 
Dividends7. 
Alimony and separate maintenance payments;8. 
Annuities9. 
Income from life insurance and endowment 10. 
contracts;
Pensions;11. 
Income from discharge of indebtedness;12. 
Distributive share of partnership gross income;13. 
Income in respect of a decedent; and14. 
Income from an interest in an estate or trust.”15. 

Forcing students to memorize this list may give educa-
tors a simple final exam question.  If the student cannot 
apply this list to an actual situation, however, his memo-
rization means nothing.  By taking this list and compar-
ing it to the Form 1040 and supporting schedules, an 
educator can show students through the use of forms 
not only the law, but how it is applied.  For example, 
the compensation in (1) above is reported on line 7 of 
the Form 1040, gross income from business is reported 
on Schedule C, interest and dividends are reported on 
Schedule B, rents and royalties are reported on Sched-
ule E.  By taking these concepts and having students 

work through actual examples, including preparing tax 
returns by hand, the student should have reinforced 
knowledge of the income concepts.

Rather than relying on memorization, educators should 
help their students to understand the tax code in gen-
eral, and show them how to research specific questions 
that may arise.  Practitioners turn to the tax code and 
related regulations to find answers to the questions that 
they face everyday: should the client’s company buy a 
new piece of equipment?  Are the depreciation rules fa-
vorable for that piece of equipment?  Will our new prod-
uct line create a cost of goods sold deduction or must we 
capitalize the expenses?  Indeed, because the code is so 
lengthy it is impossible to memorize every nuance; a stu-
dent must simply know that the code and related regula-
tions are the ultimate resource for novel tax questions.  
Once an answer is found, the next step is to synthesize 
the research with the client’s data to properly report fi-
nancial statements and tax forms.  

The American Institute of Certified Public Accoun-
tants (AICPA) describes the expanded roles accoun-
tants are assuming as careers that “demand a broader 
understanding of business issues.”  Additionally, the 
AICPA touts that certified public accountants are tak-
ing a broader role in business and are expected to work 
across departments within a company.  No longer is the 
certified public accountant just the “numbers guy” who 
gets to the bottom line.  Educators must train their stu-
dents to be able to apply their tax knowledge to not only 
the current tax return at hand, but to what will happen 
if a new product line is implemented, a new machine 
is purchased, new employees are hired.  Today’s CPA 
needs to know not only how to report depreciation on 
Form 4562 and equipment sales on Form 4797, but also 
what the equipment purchase or sale will mean overall 
to the company.  While a solely forms-based approach 
to teaching income tax will not fully impart this knowl-
edge to students, it will provide them with a framework 
for evaluating their client’s interests and pursuing tax 
minimization options.  Moreover, a student with a 
strong forms-based background will know how to pro-
ceed if the issues do not fit neatly into the IRS forms 
package.  

Conclusion

In order to lead businesses in today’s economy, accoun-
tants need to know both how to do something and why 
it should be done.  Tax educators are charged with bal-
ancing these competing ideals to ensure that students are 
familiar with the requisite forms, know how to identify 
and locate the answers to more complex questions, and 
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are in a position to advise clients who do not have the 
same background regarding these topics.  A client asks 
what steps he should take to minimize taxes or pursue 
other financial goals.  The accountant well-versed in the 
numerous tax forms, and able to identify and evaluate 
when specific information is not covered by an existing 
form, will be in the best position to respond fully and 
consistently with the law.     
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Introduction

Many students dislike quantitative classes: calculus, 
statistics, quantitative analysis, even accounting and fi-
nance.  Their dislike for these classes may be attributable 
to a variety of reasons: perhaps they had bad experiences 
with math classes prior to college, maybe they failed to 
see its relevance to career or personal goals, or perhaps 
because the learning strategies successful in other areas 
don’t usually work with quantitative topics.  Dislike for 
quantitative topics leads to poor study habits including 
procrastination on reading and problem assignments, 
poor class attendance, and inattention when they are in 
class—all of which lead to poor expectations, unsatis-
factory performance, and lack of enjoyment.  

As lecture methods increasingly come under attack as 
a process that stimulates only the auditory and passive 
visual senses (Becker & Watts, 1995), student engage-
ment, or active learning tactics, have become widespread 
in many quantitative courses in an effort to enhance 
student understanding of quantitative tools and their 
importance in many jobs (See Hakeem, 2001; Lovett & 
Greenhouse, 2000; Garfield, 1995; Prince, 2004; Phil-
pot & Peterson, 1998; Polito, Kros, & Watson, 2004 as 
examples).  Most active learning studies report an im-
provement on some measure of student performance 
such as factual knowledge, relevant skills, student at-
titudes, or pragmatic items such as student retention 
in academic programs (Prince, 2004).  No literature, 
however, addresses the carryover impact of in-class ac-

tive learning tactics to out-of-class behaviors.  Learning 
can and should take place outside of the classroom, but 
many students, even when engagement strategies are be-
ing used, do not spend enough time on a topic to fully 
understand it.  Revans pointed out as long ago as 1976, 
“Men or women learn only when they want to learn…
(Revans).”  Garfield indicates students studying statis-
tics learn to do well only what they practice doing and 
students do well only if “…they are engaged enough to 
struggle with learning new ideas (Garfield, 1995).”  In 
an expose’ on statistical instruction, Lovett & Green-
house state emphatically, “Students learn best what 
they practice and perform on their own (2000).”  How 
can engagement strategies promote students to become 
more immersed in the study of a quantitative subject?  
The goal of this research is threefold:  1) To present a 
general theoretical framework of the relationships we 
believe influence the degree to which students become 
engaged with a quantitative topic, 2) To test the efficacy 
of that framework, and 3) To compare the viability of 
that framework to one developed by Lee, et al. that re-
lates enjoyment and mental focus.  

Student Engagement

 Student Engagement is generally defined as any in-
structional method that engages students in the learn-
ing process.  In short, active learning requires students 
to do meaningful learning activities and think about 
what they are doing (Bonwell & Eison, 1991).  While 
this definition could include traditional activities such 
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as homework, in practice student engagement refers to 
activities that are introduced into the classroom.  The 
core elements of student engagement are student activity 
and engagement in the learning process.  Categories of 
student engagement tactics include active learning, col-
laborative learning, cooperative learning, and problem-
based learning (Prince, 2004).  Evidence on the effec-
tiveness of student engagement is mixed, and, as Prince 
(2004) points out, depends on what one is measuring:  
factual knowledge, relevant skills, student attitudes, or 
pragmatic items such as student retention in academic 
programs.  Bonwell & Eison (1991) report student en-
gagement leads to better student attitudes and improve-
ments in students’ thinking and writing.  Hakeem intro-
duced a semester-long project in a statistics course that 
required students to perform three main functions:  1) 
Collecting data and computing descriptive statistics, 2) 
performing statistical inference analyses, and 3) prepar-
ing a written report describing their data, summarizing 
the results, and explaining conclusions (Hakeem, 2001).  
He compared exam scores from this population with 
exam scores from classes that did not have a required 
project, and found those students who participated in 
the project achieved higher exam scores leading him to 
conclude, “Active learning techniques may be useful for 
enhancing learning…[and]…may also offer alternative 
learning opportunities for students who do not fully 
grasp course material in the traditional lecture format 
(Hakeem, 2001).”   Simulations are also a part of stu-
dent engagement, especially in quantitatively oriented 
classes.  Polito, Kros, and Watson (2004) investigated 
the effect of Zarco, an operations management “mock 
factory” experiential learning activity, on student recol-
lection of operations management concepts.  They found 
that the Zarco stimulation had a significant effect on 
student recollection (Polito, Kros, and Watson, 2004).  
Whitely and Faria (1989) also used a simulation student 
engagement tactic and found students performed bet-
ter on the final exam.  In another quantitative course, 
finance, Philpot & Peterson (1998) found that student 
engagement tactics work better than traditional lecture 
methods.  Finally, Prince (2004) reports cooperative 
learning not only leads to better material mastery, but 
also promotes interpersonal relationships, improves so-
cial support, and fosters self-esteem.

There is little published research reporting negative or 
neutral results from student engagement approaches, so 
one might be tempted to believe all engagement strat-
egies are effective at improving student performance.  
Clearly that cannot be true.  Prince (2004) cites research 
with negative results from problem based learning stud-
ies and Azriel, et al. (2005) report the impact of using a 
game in business statistics did not significantly improve 

student performance on exams.  There are at least three 
possible explanations for so few failed student engage-
ment reports:  

Engagement strategies are overwhelmingly suc-1. 
cessful and those few negative reports are statisti-
cal aberrations,
Authors are reluctant to submit studies which 2. 
have negative results, and 
Because journals receive so many submissions, 3. 
they prefer to publish articles within their do-
main which have positive results.

It is difficult, therefore, to separate successful engage-
ment strategies from unsuccessful ones and examine 
why some work better than others.  One explanation 
might lie in the follow-up behaviors students adopt.

A neglected area in the active learning research is the 
actions students take outside the classroom to comple-
ment classroom engagement strategies.  If students learn 
when they “want to” as Revans (1976) suggest, and stu-
dents must struggle and practice on their own as Gar-
field (1995), and Lovett & Greenhouse (2000) suggest, 
then what is it about engagement strategies that would 
make them want to engage in additional study?  None 
of the above articles specifically addressed how students 
behaved outside of the classroom; that is, to what degree 
did the classroom engagement strategy carryover to oth-
er important learning activities such as completing read-
ing assignments, doing assigned problems, or discussing 
subject matter with others.   It would seem successful 
engagement strategies would motivate students to learn-
ing activities beyond the classroom.

Motivation

In a report by Middlecamp (2005) on the use of en-
gagement strategies in her Chemistry classes, a student 
was quoted stating, “After taking the final today, I real-
ized how great it felt to take a test after learning about 
things that I really care about.”     However, many users 
pursue student engagement activities in the hopes that 
students’ will increase their motivation to complete as-
signments and participate in meaningful discussions 
outside the classroom, increase their expectations, and 
lead to a better understanding of course material.  What 
characteristics must an engagement activity have to mo-
tivate students to increase their mental focus, the degree 
to which someone becomes involved with a subject, on 
a topic?  Because motivation has complex roots in goal 
setting, the question is not easy to answer.
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People engage in meaningful activities, in part, based 
on how they set goals, which in turn are based on what 
is valued (See Ames & Archer, 1988; Dweck & Leg-
gett, 1988).  An individual with a mastery orientation 
values the improvement of skill or knowledge in a given 
domain and believes success depends on working hard, 
attempting to understand the domain, and collaborat-
ing with others.  An individual with an ego orientation 
values establishing superiority over others and believes 
success depends on social comparison and assertion of 
superior ability (Middleton, & Spanias, 1999).  An indi-
vidual’s intrinsic motivation to mentally focus (the de-
gree to which someone becomes involved with a subject) 
on a subject is mediated through the types of goals he or 
she creates (Meece, Blumenfeld, & Hoyle, 1988).  

Regardless of the goal orientation, something must 
stimulate an action.  Several authors believe feelings 
of personal satisfaction, relevance, and boredom seem 
to be created by students with respect to specific tasks 
(Duda & Nicholls, 1992; Seegers & Boekaerts, 1993).  
This would lead one to conclude, the degree to which a 
student engages in the subject must be, in part, a func-
tion of the engagement tactic itself.  If a student finds the 
tactic enjoyable, stimulating, and worthwhile, he/she is 
more likely to mentally focus on the subject outside the 
engagement strategies used in the classroom.  Middle-
ton, et al,  assert that when a student first encounters 
an engagement strategy, he/she will tend to evaluate 
the stimulation (challenge, curiosity, and fantasy) and 
its control attributes (free choice, not too difficult) to 
determine if it will generate the desired motivational 
affect (Middleton, Littlefield, & Lehrer, 1992).  While 
Middleton, et al’s work focuses on secondary school 
mathematics, there is no reason to believe the same mo-
tivational factors do not apply to college students.  If 
one accepts that assertion, then the design of student 
engagement tactics should play a role in college students’ 
mental focus.  Furthermore, it is the instructor who is 
responsible for these tactics and who must tailor them 
such that they foster stimulation and interest.  Part of 
stimulation and interest is enjoyment.  We suggest en-
joyment of the classroom engagement tactics must be an 
integral component in the design.

Research Model and Hypotheses

Goal theory and expectancy theory suggest mental 
focus, the degree to which someone becomes involved 
with a subject, positively influences performance expec-
tations and enjoyment (Lee, Sheldon, & Turban, 2003).  
Lee, Sheldon, and Turban (2003) include enjoyment in 
their study of the influence of goal patterns on mental 
focus, goal levels, and performance.  Their model sug-

gests the degree to which one becomes involved in a sub-
ject leads to enjoyment and that enjoyment has no direct 
influence on ones performance.  They further suggest 
mental focus along with goal level or expectations has 
a direct impact on accomplishment.  The findings of 
this research support the latter hypotheses.  The mere 
fact people enjoy something does not make them good 
at it.     For example, many people enjoy poetry or mu-
sic, but few have the ability to write publishable works.  
Preparation through mental focus should improve per-
formance.  As much of the literature already cited sup-
ports, as students practice more, read more critically, 
and participate in other study oriented practices, their 
subject mastery increase.  

Lee, et al’s hypothesis about the relationship between 
mental focus and enjoymentseems intuitively backwards 
and antithetical to the work of Whiteside (2002), Paris 
& Paris (2001), and Corbeil (2002).   Does one’s focus 
on a topic lead to enjoyment, or does one’s enjoyment of 
a topic provide the motivation to mentally focus?  The 
order of this relationship is important.  If one is to be-
lieve Lee, et al, then one must also believe any engage-
ment strategies will immerse students in a subject and 
will lead to their enjoyment.  Alternatively, the authors 
suggest enjoyment leads to a students’ desire to become 
engaged with the subject matter.  This would imply an 
important characteristic of engagement tactics must be 
an element of enjoyment in order for a students’ intrinsic 
motivation to be stimulated.  Paris & Paris (2001) agree 
and state, “…learning should be hard fun.”  A link can be 
made between enjoyment and learning by looking at the 
general atmosphere of the group, which if positive can 
equate to a high level of enjoyment (Boocock & Schild, 
1968).  A positive group atmosphere can lead to high 
individual learning, even though fun does not directly 
equate to learning (Boocock & Schild, 1968).  These 
findings also lead one to believe that the more students 
focus mentally, the higher their expectations, which also 
contributes to improved performance.

This study presents hypotheses suggesting when stu-
dents enjoy the learning experience; they are willing and 
able to increase their mental focus, which are consistent 
with expectancy theory in that an increase in mental 
focus does result in increased expectations.  Expectan-
cy theory offers face validation of the model proposed  
here.   The findings further agree with the expectancy 
theory implication that in addition to mental focus hav-
ing a direct influence on expectations, it also has a direct 
impact on performance.  The research model appears in 
Figure 1.  The following hypotheses correspond to that 
model:
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H1:  Enjoyment is positively related to mental focus 
H2:  Mental focus is positively related to expectations 
H3:  Mental focus is positively related to performance 
H4:  Expectations are positively related to performance 
H5:  Enjoyment is not related to performance

Hypotheses 1 – 5 were first tested using a correlation 
table.  Since this data indicated significant correlations, 
additional analyses using a Structured Equations Model 
(SEM) were justified and performed (Hox and Bechger, 
1998).  The model was supported through SEM, justify-
ing a comparative test of strength against the Lee, et al. 
model, which uses enjoyment as a predictor of mental 
focus.  If that ordering reveals an equally good fit to our 
hypothesized model, it would detract from our hierar-
chical argument because it would imply enjoyment is 
not a determining factor of mental focus. 

Methodology

Data were acquired from three identical junior level, 
Quantitative Analysis classes taught by the same in-
structor at a medium-sized university.  Students were 
traditional college age students with 93% of them age 
20 – 22.  The number of males in the population was 
slightly larger than females (52% male).  Every student 
was offered the opportunity to participate in this study 
in return for two points being added to their final aver-
age at the end of the semester—97 of 118 students ac-
cepted the offer.  All classes were taught using a wide 
variety of engagement strategies; some borrowed from 
other authors and adapted to a quantitative course, oth-

ers created by the authors specifically to enhance stu-
dent engagement.  

At the beginning of each instructional module, students 
were given diaries on which they recorded the amount of 
time they spent preparing for the course.    Preparation 
included reading, doing homework problems, studying 
and working with others on class projects.  At the end 
of each module, students completed a six-item mental 
focus questionnaire developed and validated by Lee, et 
al. (2003).  The mental focus questionnaire assesses how 
well students were able to concentrate on the subject 
matter during the semester.  Items include the follow-
ing:  When preparing for classes I … “became easily ab-
sorbed in its pursuit,” “had good concentration,” “found 
my mind wandering to other things” (reverse scored), 
“felt distracted and found it hard to pay attention” (re-
verse scored), “had to work hard to keep my mind on-
task” (reverse scored), and “had a difficult time focus-
ing on the task” (reverse scored).  A 4-point Likert scale 
was used for responses, ranging from I probably didn’t 
do this at all (1) to I probably did do this a lot (4).    At 
the end of each module, students were asked to complete 
an eight-item measure of enjoyment developed by Elliot 
and Church (1997).   A sample item is “I enjoyed this 
class very much.”  Items were rated on a 5-point Likert 
scale ranging from strongly agree (1) to strongly disagree 
(5) and an index was created by summing the scores of 
all eight items.  Exam scores were retained at the end of 
each module as a measure of performance.  Eighty-six 
students finished the project with usable answers.

Results and Discussion

Hypotheses H1 – H4 suggest a positive relationship 
among all variables along the paths through the model.  
Specifically, there should be a significant correlation be-
tween variables connected by a path.  A simple correla-
tion analysis among all variables tests these hypotheses, 
which are consistent with goal and expectancy theories 
and with the work of Lee, et al.  Significant path correla-
tions do not mean the model is properly specified, but 
insignificant correlations would imply the model is not 
accurately specified.  

Table 1 contains the result of a correlation analysis using 
SPSS.  All correlation paths of the hypothesized model 
are significant (NOTE:  Because SPSS limits variable 
name length, Performance was called RESULT).  

Hypothesis 5 states there should be no significant rela-
tionship between enjoyment and performance (result).  
The correlation matrix in Table 1 shows this relationship 
to be insignificant as hypothesized.  This is consistent 

figure 1 
reSearch model on menTal focuS and The  

influence on performance Through an  
individual’S expecTaTionS
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with other authors’ findings—one can enjoy something 
and not be good at it, and one can not enjoy something 
but excel.

Having confirmed the general relationship hypotheses, 
the next steps are to test the hypothesized model of how 
engagement strategies impact topic mastery in a quan-
titative course and compare the strength of our model 
against the alternative model suggested by Lee, et. al.  
Structured Equations Modeling is a statistical modeling 
technique whereby the relationships between theoreti-
cal constructs are represented by regression or path coef-
ficients (Hox and Bechger, 1998).  Observed exogenous 
variables (those variables with no explicit cause as indi-
cated by an absence of path arrows coming into them) 
and observed endogenous variables (intervening causal 
and dependent variables indicated by arrows coming 
into them) are represented by rectangles in a path dia-
gram.  Unobserved variables are represented by ovals.  

Figure 1 represents the hypothesized model of interest.  
Mental Focus cannot be directly observed and is being 
represented by a surrogate variable, the Effectiveness In-
dex, developed by Lee, et al. (2003).  

Figure 2 is the alternative model suggested by goal and 
expectancy theories (Lee, et al, 2003).   

Goodness-of-fit tests determine whether or not the mod-
el being tested should be accepted or rejected.  There are 
many goodness of fit tests—the two most popular SEM 
software, LISREL and AMOS, report 15 and 25, respec-
tively.  The choice of an appropriate measure is a matter 

of dispute among methodologists (Garson, 2005).  Jac-
card and Wan (1996) recommend using at least three fit 
tests so as to reflect diverse criteria.  Three measures are 
selected, one of which will also address parsimony.  

A good fit is not the same as strength of relationship.  
“A model may have a perfect fit when all variables in the 
model are totally uncorrelated (Garson, 2005).”  Fur-
thermore, a model can have a good fit, but be mis-spec-
ified.  Fit indexes rule out bad models, but do not prove 
good ones.  Garson suggests a more useful criterion may 
simply be to compare the fit of one model to the fit of an-
other.  Such a comparison is made between the models 
from Figures 2 and 3 in Table 2.  

Table 1 
correlaTion analySiS for The hypoTheSized model.

Factor Measure Enjoy Focus Expect Result

Enjoy
Pearson Correlation 1 .
Sig. (2-tailed) .
N 172

Focus
Pearson Correlation .257(**) 1
Sig. (2-tailed) .001 .
N 172 172

Expect
Pearson Correlation .154(*) .218(**) 1
Sig. (2-tailed) .044 .004 .
N 172 172 172

Result
Pearson Correlation .134 .256(**) .396(**) 1
Sig. (2-tailed) .079 .001 .000 .
N 172 172 172 172

**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
*  Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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Chi Square is the most common fit test for structural 
equations analysis.  A significant Chi Square indicates 
a lack of satisfactory model fit, leading one to suggest 
Chi Square is actually a “badness of fit” measure.  A 
significant Chi Square means the hypothesized model’s 
covariance structure is significantly different from the 
observed variable covariance matrix (Garson, 2005).  
Table 2 shows an insignificant Chi Square for the hy-
pothesized model and a significant Chi Square for the 
alternative model, meaning the hypothesized model is 
an accurate specification of the relationship among the 
variables, while the alternative model does not properly 
portray the relationship among the variables.  

The Normed Fit Index (NFI) is a goodness-of-fit mea-
sure reported on a scale from 0 to 1, with 1 being a per-
fect fit.  By convention, NFI values below 0.90 indicate 
a need to respecify the model.  Table 2 shows a near per-
fect fit for the hypothesized model, while once again, 
the alternative model falls outside the acceptable range.

RMSEA, Root Square Error of Approximation, is an-
other popular measure of goodness of fit because it cor-
rects the model for complexity—the more complex the 
model, the more penalty attached to it by this measure.  
RMSEA computes the lack of fit per degree of freedom 
and an acceptable RMSEA level is said to be less than 
0.05.  The alternative model does not have an acceptable 
RMSEA whereas the hypothesized model does.  

The hypothesized model is shown to have a better fit 
than the alternative model on all three of the reported 
goodness of fit measures; indeed, for all fit measures sup-
plied by AMOS, the hypothesized model is superior.

Discussion, Implications, and  
Recommendations for Future Research

There is an abundance of literature in all areas of study 
demonstrating the value of student engagement strate-
gies, but not all learning takes place in the classroom.  

No studies have considered the impact engagement 
strategies have on out-of-class behaviors, and this re-
search does not fully explore that question.  As a first 
step, understanding was sought on how enjoyment of 
an activity motivated further actions generally associ-
ated with subject mastery.  Evidence was found that 
engagement strategies with an element of enjoyment led 
to increased mental focus outside the classroom.  Fur-
thermore, as students increased their focus on a topic, 
their expectations also increased, which is consistent 
with goal theory.  Raised expectations also contributed 
to student performance.  

The most salient implication of this finding is a not all 
engagement strategies will promote student activities 
outside the classroom.  Students require time to learn 
and time to explore underlying concepts for connec-
tions to previous learned knowledge.  Because of time 
limitations within a class, students must explore con-
cepts outside of class.  In-class activities must motivate 
this exploration.  Games and simulations would seem 
to be fertile ground for active learning strategies which 
have an element of enjoyment.  Games and simulations 
induce play and engagement, thereby supporting indi-
vidual growth in knowledge, motivation, and self-defi-
nition.  As noted by Boocock and Schild (1968), “games 
generate potent motivation due to the expectation of 
pleasure children associate with them and because of 
their inherent dramatic interest deriving from action, 
conflict, and uncertainty of the outcome” (pp. 79-80).  
Paris & Paris (2001) state “learning should be hard fun” 
(p. 12).  Play is generated by internal motivation within 
the individual with no external goals (Corbeil, 1999), 
but realism in a game increases the “enjoyability” of the 
gaming experience, and this probably further enhances 
learning (Lainema, 2004).

Quantitative courses tend to be among the most dread-
ed taken by college students, perhaps in part because of 
past failures.  Diefendorff et al. (2000) report students 
who have past failures may have difficulty completing 

Table 2 
Goodness of fit statistics

Chi Square 
(Probability Level) NFI Delta1 RMSEA

Hypothesized Model (Figure 1) .240 
(0.624) 0.996 0.001

Alternative Model (Figure 2) 11.453 
(0.003) 0.801 0.173
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tasks if they become preoccupied by those thoughts.  
Furthermore, over concern about current performance 
or preoccupation with other off-task concerns may dis-
rupt an individual’s concentration (See Kanfer & Acker-
man, 1996; Sarson et al. 1996; and Yair, 2000).  Future 
research should examine the whether the effects of these 
types of intrusions can be mitigated through enjoyable 
engagement tactics and to subsequent impact on the 
mental focus of these individuals.  Subsequent research 
may also want to explore specific activities that tend to 
generate additional commitment to mental focus and 
the relationship among personality types, goal types, 
student perception of enjoyment, and the resultant im-
pact on mental focus and expectations.   Finally, this 
model should be tested on predominately adult learners 
in corporate training venues to see if the relationships 
posited here hold true.  

Effective teachers are always searching for ways to im-
prove subject mastery by students.  Active learning tac-
tics such as small group discussions must have an edu-
cational objective, but if they also contain an element 
of enjoyment, this research has shown it will have a 
carryover effect on other outside-of-class factors which 
contribute to student success.   Student engagement ac-
tivities may make classroom instruction effective, but 
enjoyable student engagement activities will motivate 
students to continue their exploration of a topic beyond 
the classroom.
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